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The winter 2004 issue of Fire

Protection Engineering con-

tained three well-written arti-

cles addressing basic aspects of fire

investigations. The articles, however,

danced around the issue of profes-

sional qualifications required to 

provide this type of investigative 

engineering service. 

The articles all paid homage to the

Daubert rule that is used to “keep ‘junk

science’ from the courtroom.” How-

ever, there is a more significant require-

ment that applies to this application of

engineering – professional licensing. 

Like other skilled professions, such

as the practices of medicine, account-

ing, and law, the practice of engineer-

ing is regulated and governed by state

boards. [For engineering,] these boards

require that anyone who offers engi-

neering services to the public must

meet rigorous academic and profes-

sional standards. Engineers are tested,

serve internships, and pass back-

ground checks before they are licensed

as Professional Engineers. Only engi-

neers that are so licensed are eligible

for public practice of the profession.

Even then, engineers are required by

the state boards to restrict their practice

to areas in which they are qualified by

training and experience.

With some variation, the state engi-

neering boards define the practice of

engineering as “rendering any service

or creative work, the adequate perfor-

mance of which requires engineering

education, training, and experience in

the application of special knowledge of

the mathematical, physical, and engi-

neering sciences to such services or

creative work as consultation, investi-

gation, evaluation, planning, and de-

sign of engineering works and sys-

tems... .”

The depth of knowledge that is 

applicable to the investigation of fires

goes far beyond topical guides to the

field, such as NFPA 921, Guide for Fire

and Explosion Investigations. The sci-

entific analysis of physical evidence to

determine the cause and origin of a fire

requires the application of multiple

fields of engineering sciences, includ-

ing physics, chemistry, materials sci-

ence, thermodynamics, heat transfer,

fluid mechanics, and mathematics. As

such, the investigation of fires falls well

within the definition of the practice of

engineering.

The state engineering boards often

do not enforce licensing requirements

for consultants practicing a broad array

of investigative services. With regard to

the investigation of fires, this lack of

enforcement of professional licensing

requirements has resulted in a situation

where a vast array of individuals with a

broad range of academic qualifications

(or lack thereof) now practice in the

field.

The investigation of fires by unli-

censed consultants is detrimental to the

practice of engineering as a whole and

to the practice of fire protection engi-

neering in particular. As illustrated by

Dr. Quintiere’s article, “Opportunities

to Learn from 9/11,” the benefits and

implications of engineering analysis of

fires extend well beyond the court-

room. The professional analysis of fires

continually improves scientific knowl-

edge and provides for advancements

related to life safety issues. 

In sum, the investigation of fires is

an application of the practice of engi-

neering. It is hoped that licensed pro-

fessional engineers and professional

societies like the Society of Fire Protec-

tion Engineers recognize this and work

to increase enforcement of state licens-

ing regulations applicable to the prac-

tice of engineering by fire investigation

consultants. 

Michael Hanson, P.E.
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local businesses, mostly mercantile, who
wanted to know more about preventing
fires and what they could do to make
their occupancies more fire safe as well
as comply with code-related issues. As a
follow-up to the Rhode Island tragedy, a
second seminar was conducted, which
was directed at public assembly occu-
pancies. Invited to attend were owners,
managers, and/or employees of these 
facilities.  

The format for both programs involved
a basic look at fire behavior, a general
overview of fire code requirements, and
then an overview of standards specific
to their certain occupancies.

The overview of fire behavior,
demonstrated the power of fire and per-
mitted participants to learn what really
happens when fire strikes. Video
footage of various fires was shown to
help illustrate this. “Many participants
voiced shock at how fast the fire spread
and how little time a person really has to
react to an emergency.” 

Attendees then learned about general
fire code requirements applicable to all
occupancies as well as requirements
specific to their occupancy. Time was
spent identifying the reasoning behind
the requirements and the increased level
of safety provided when these require-
ments are followed. Again, comments
heard included: “I had no idea we
couldn’t do that,” or “I had no idea we
were required to do that.”

There was time provided at the end
for questions and answers, and in both
cases, the value of these presentations
was highlighted in active participation
from attendees to identify solutions to
specific problems they had. Attendees at
both programs indicated that, although
they felt comfortable being able to react
properly to a fire in their homes, they
learned important safety issues not nor-
mally considered. 

The value associated with this type of
fire safety education is now even more
important with buildings being con-
structed with a performance-based de-
sign. Much emphasis is being placed on
educating the fire service about perfor-
mance-based design, but this education
also needs to be transmitted to building
owners and/or managers. Property own-
ers and managers need to understand
how buildings are designed, how these
designs will affect the building’s perfor-
mance in an emergency, what impact
changes could have on the original de-
sign, and what needs to be done to ver-
ify that the building is maintained in ac-
cordance with the design. 

This educational approach is not lim-
ited to programs that have been de-
scribed in this article but can be in-
cluded in the day-to-day contact that a
fire inspector has with the business
community. An excellent time to start
the educational process is when the in-
spector is conducting fire safety inspec-
tions in occupancies within the commu-
nity. Many of these inspections give the
fire inspector an excellent opportunity
to inform the owner/manager not only
what is wrong and what they need to do
to correct the deficiency that has been
identified, but what they can do to pre-
vent it from reoccurring. Many times,
this contact is one-on-one and is vital in
helping the owner/manager to begin the
learning process. This process will in-
crease the owner’s/manager’s fire safety
awareness and alter their behavior ac-
cordingly. This awareness will greatly
increase fire safety and make inspec-
tions more of a learning experience for
the owner than an enforcement effort.

This extra time spent can be a valu-
able tool in reducing the probability of
losses due to fire.
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EDUCATION DURING INSPECTIONS...
A valuable tool to prevent fires

By Ronald R. Farr, 
Fire Chief/Fire Marshal
Kalamazoo Township, MI

Every day, thousands of fire
inspections are conducted across
the nation in an effort to identify

fire code violations that jeopardize
safety or could cause a fire. 

The scenario: The fire inspector en-
ters the premises, makes contact with
the appropriate owner and/or manage-
ment, and walks around looking for is-
sues or activities that are in violation
with the locally adopted fire code. Once
identified, the owner and/or manage-
ment are informed of what mitigation 
efforts are needed to comply with the 
applicable codes. A written report is 
prepared to document this inspection
and the inspector moves on to the next
occupancy. A follow-up inspection will
occur sometime in the future.

The question that is presented is:
Could we do more to promote a safer
environment and prevent fires?

The answer is yes, by taking a proac-
tive approach to fire safety and code en-
forcement through education.

For years, fire departments across the
nation have delivered fire safety educa-
tion programs to school children and
other high-risk individuals so they know
what to do in the event of a fire, and
also what they can do to prevent fires.
We need to take this educational (proac-
tive) approach to the next level and
teach our business owners and/or man-
agers what they can do to prevent fires
and, in the event an emergency occurs,
the correct way to respond. 

Several years ago, I participated in a
fire safety seminar for local business
owners, and this past year, I conducted a
seminar for people who owned or man-
aged public assembly occupancies. In-
vited to the first seminar were owners of
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New Information on Manufacturing,
Installation of Hollow Metal Doors

and Frame
The Hollow Metal Manufacturers Asso-

ciation (HMMA) division of the National
Association of Architectural Metal Manu-
facturers (NAAMM) announces the publi-
cation of three Tech Notes designed to
clarify misconceptions related to the
manufacture and installation of hollow
metal doors and frames. The publications
are “Defining Undercuts” (HMMA-810
TN01-03), “Grouting Hollow Metal
Frames” (HMMA 820 TN01-03), and
“Continuously Welded Frames” (HMMA-
820 TN02-03).

HMMA also publishes the Hollow
Metal Manual, containing 15 sections
covering standards for manufacturing,
hardware selection, installations and fire-
rated applications, and guide specifica-
tions for doors and frames for a variety of
applications.

For more information, visit 
www.hollowmetal.org.

SFPE Supports Fire Sprinkler
Incentive Act

The Society of Fire Protection Engi-
neers (SFPE) recently announced its sup-
port for the Fire Sprinkler Incentive Act
of 2003. The bill is assigned to the House
of Representatives’ Ways and Means
Committee (H.R. 1824). In April, there
were over 110 Democratic and Republi-
can cosponsors for the legislation.

Passage of the legislation would mod-
ify the current U.S. federal tax code to
classify fire sprinkler systems as five-year
property for purposes of depreciation.
This action would allow building owners
to depreciate the cost of a sprinkler sys-
tem over an accelerated schedule, and
would allow cost recovery in a much
shorter time frame than offered by the
current tax codes.

For more information, visit 
www.sfpe.org.

WPI Names New Firesafety Director
Kathy A. Notarianni has been named

the new director of the Center for Fire-
safety Studies at Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute (WPI). She will be the center’s
second director, succeeding founding
center director David A. Lucht, who steps
down after more than 25 years in the 
position. Lucht will remain at WPI in a
full-time position with the university’s 
division of Development and University
Relations.

Notarianni joins WPI in July after finish-
ing her duties as project leader and 
research engineer with the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology (NIST). 

For more information, visit 
www.wpi.edu.

Congress of Infrastructure Security to
Be Held in November

The Infrastructure Security Partnership
(TISP) presents the Third Annual Con-
gress on Infrastructure Security for the
Built Environment, hosted by the Society
of American Military Engineers (SAME).
The conference will be held November 
7-10, 2004, in St. Louis.

TISP acts as a national asset, facilitating
dialogue on domestic infrastructure secu-
rity and offering sources of technical sup-
port and comment on public policy re-
garding security of the nation’s built
environment. The Partnership leverages
members’ collective technical expertise
and research and development capabili-
ties. A fundamental goal of the Partner-
ship is to reach and include all stakehold-
ers potentially affected by disaster, and to
provide technical assistance and informa-
tion to the Office of Homeland Security.

For more information, visit 
www.tisp.org.
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By Mark Blank

Benjamin Franklin hit a bulls-eye
when he wrote, “An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of

cure.” Little did he know, but the ever-
imaginative author of Poor Richard’s
Almanac could easily have been refer-
ring to the “penny-wise and pound-
foolish” approach to business planning
that prevails today—particularly with
respect to property loss prevention.

Despite the many advances in under-
standing and protecting against modern-
day fire hazards, fire remains the lead-
ing cause of property loss at commercial
and industrial facilities worldwide.

In the first four months of 2003, the
FireNet Industrial Accident Database
(www.fire-net.org) recorded 57 signifi-
cant industrial fires and/or explosions
throughout the world, 75% of them in
the United States. 

These accidents cost businesses mil-

lions of dollars in property damage and
lost business, plus significant intangible
expenses – including lost market share,
lost jobs, and business downtime. The
sad reality is that most, if not all, of these
fires could have been prevented or con-
trolled to minimize property damage if
proper construction and fire protection
systems were in place.

With each of the incidents, a break-
down existed in fire prevention plan-
ning or implementation, allowing the

The Role of 
Fire Prevention in
Protecting Facilities
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unplanned event to occur, and in all
likelihood, more than a few of these fa-
cilities had experienced “near-miss” fire
events in their recent history.

One challenge may lie in different in-
terpretations of fire prevention. For many
people, the term “fire prevention” stirs up
images of safe-smoking practices, fire ex-
tinguisher training, and emergency evacu-
ation plans. For more experienced indi-
viduals involved in property conservation,
the term “fire prevention” may bring
thoughts of general ignition source con-
trols, safe flammable-liquid handling, and
maintaining emergency exits. 

Truly effective fire prevention consid-
ers all of the following factors:

• Site selection
• Construction
• Facility layout and storage, and
• Human factors.
These factors are addressed to a cer-

tain degree in local fire and building
codes, but those codes should be con-
sidered a minimum. It is important that
facility owners understand their own
unique hazards, which may mean addi-
tional safety features and procedures are
needed.

SITE SELECTION

The site-selection phase of a project is
the most opportune time to address the
often overlooked potential hazards that
could be posed by neighboring proper-
ties. When loss prevention concerns are
identified early, the facility owner has
the opportunity to evaluate the risks and
property protection challenges, and to
choose the highest level of protection
when it is most affordable. 

Fire and explosion exposure from
neighboring properties will vary greatly,
depending on the size of the facilities,
building construction, occupancy of the
neighboring property, and presence of
special hazards in both manufacturing
processes and storage facilities. It is rare
that one company or tenant can influ-
ence another to reduce the risk expo-
sure it represents. Rather, fire prevention
in this situation hinges on understanding
the exposure hazard involved and eval-
uation of physical protection schemes
that will isolate a facility in the event of
an exposure fire.

When determining fire risk, the po-
tential magnitude of natural hazards,
like windstorms, floods, and earth-
quakes, should be considered. An

earthquake, flood, or windstorm can
cause “fire-following” incidents with
shaking movement, floating/flying de-
bris impact, or securement breakage un-
der buoyancy stress. Chemical-handling
equipment, flammable-liquid system
piping and tanks, and fixed fuel-supply
systems can be vulnerable to breakage
from natural hazard events, even where
securement or bracing have been pro-
vided. Likewise, fixed fire protection
systems can be vulnerable to impair-
ments from these same natural hazard
forces, creating the potential for a cata-
strophic fire. 

Where a company already owns a fa-
cility exposed to natural hazard condi-
tions, the likelihood of a “fire-following”
event can be reduced by providing
safety controls and additional equipment
bracing (e.g., seismic shutoff valves on
fuel or process flammable liquid/gas
piping systems, proper buoyancy hold-
down straps for hazardous materials
tanks, etc.). These precautions will re-
duce potential damage or prevent the
release of hazardous materials.

CONSTRUCTION

Fire hazards can be reduced by design-
ing and maintaining a building using ei-
ther noncombustible or limited-com-
bustible construction materials or systems
approved by an independent, nationally
recognized testing and certification labora-
tory. Also, manufacturer’s installation
guidelines and associated approved re-
quirements should be followed. As de-
tailed in FM Global Property Loss Preven-
tion Data Sheet 1-1, Firesafe Building
Construction and Materials: “The principal
fire-safety advantage of noncombustible or
limited-combustible (Class 1) construction,
as compared with combustible construc-
tion, is its limited fire spread. The recom-
mended construction does not contribute
significant fuel to a fire originating in the
contents of the building or allow fire
spread via the construction where there is
only a localized fire exposure.” 

Building construction materials haz-
ards are not limited to exterior con-
struction. Combustible interior con-
struction insulations, facings, and
enclosures can create some of the most
severe fire hazards within a facility. De-
pending on business occupancy and
the sensitivity of operations to nonther-
mal damage, true noncombustible con-
struction may be the option of choice

to maintain a firesafe building.
The use of plastic has become very

common in the construction industry,
due to plastic’s lower purchase costs,
lighter weight for shipping and installa-
tion handling, superior thermal insulat-
ing qualities, washable surfaces, and ar-
chitectural flexibility (Exterior Insulation
and Finishing Systems – EIFS). But these
desirable qualities are accompanied by
potentially severe fire risks when nonap-
proved plastic construction materials are
installed and when proper fire-protec-
tive thermal barriers are not included in
the installation design. 

Many plastic products that are not ap-
proved for specific construction applica-
tions are marketed as “fire-retardant.”
These unrated products may have fire-
resistive qualities to withstand low-heat-
exposure ignition sources within small-
scale applications. However, when
installed in full-scale construction sys-
tems with industrial occupancy hazards
present, these products often burn like
untreated, standard petroleum-based
plastics. Standard automatic sprinkler
systems may not be capable of control-
ling a fire within this type of construc-
tion. Companies, in fact, often install
special fire protection systems to protect
unrated plastic-in-construction assem-
blies, such as insulated sandwich panels. 

Concealed, combustible spaces are
another fire hazard, because these areas
typically are not easily accessible for in-
spection or emergency response. Com-
bustible construction in concealed
spaces is more prevalent in older facili-
ties or at complexes of multiple, con-
nected buildings that were built at differ-
ent times. This construction hazard
condition also exists within new facili-
ties, where wood-frame construction is
used or where plastics in construction
are involved (e.g., exposed foam plastic
insulation within office ceiling spaces). 

Because combustible, concealed
spaces are not directly visible, the fire
hazard often goes unnoticed. Most com-
bustible, concealed spaces have open-
ings or penetrations connecting to nor-
mally occupied areas. This provides
paths for sparks or flames to travel dur-
ing maintenance work or if a fire starts
through some other means. Ignition
sources are sometimes provided within
the combustible, concealed space in the
form of electrical lighting or ventilation
equipment. Identifying combustible,
concealed spaces is a major step in man-
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aging this hazard and should be fol-
lowed by:

• properly sealing off all penetrations
into the area,

• implementing ignition source re-
strictions in/around the area (e.g.,
hot work, smoking, open electrical
equipment), and

• labeling the area as an unusual or
high-hazard location.

Unless the combustible construction

within the concealed space can be effec-
tively isolated with a proven thermal bar-
rier, providing some form of automatic
fire protection in these spaces (such as
automatic sprinklers) is always advisable.

FACILITY LAYOUT AND STORAGE

Planning the layout of a facility by
separating dissimilar occupancies is an-
other step in the process of creating a

firesafe environment. Some facilities are
simply not compatible with each other,
just as the storage of dissimilar chemi-
cals in the same area is an unsafe prac-
tice. Production areas often contain
readily available, open-ignition sources
as part of normal process operations
(e.g., welding operations, molding ma-
chine heaters, process furnaces or
ovens). Keeping these areas free of
combustible materials is fundamental to
effective fire prevention. The use of fire
or partition walls between dissimilar oc-
cupancies (production and warehous-
ing) is an excellent concept of fire pre-
vention that has been somewhat lost in
today’s approach of having direct, unim-
peded access to all areas of industrial
buildings.

Special hazards, such as flammable
liquids or combustible dust, are unique
fire prevention challenges because of
their inherent volatility and ease of igni-
tion under the slightest of process or
handling upset conditions. Proper de-
sign of process or storage areas for spe-
cial hazards requires a clear understand-
ing of the risks involved and the
options available to manage them
safely. 

By locating special hazards within
cut-off fire- and/or explosion-rated areas
designed to contain these hazardous en-
vironments, protection can be provided
through practical, localized management
of facility and operating conditions.
Fixed, closed systems using proper ma-
terials/components for transfer and dis-
pensing of hazardous materials reduce
the potential for an unplanned product
release. The provision of automatic
safety interlocks on all special hazard
process systems/equipment, activated
by process controls or fire protection
systems and backed up by remote, man-
ual emergency stop stations, will limit
the extent of a process upset and emer-
gency fire condition.

Providing dedicated rooms or areas for
facility support services, such as electrical
supply/distribution equipment and build-
ing heating systems, isolates these poten-
tial ignition sources from process and
storage combustibles. In addition, main-
taining a controlled environment can ex-
tend the life of the equipment while re-
ducing the ignition source potential.

HUMAN FACTORS

The human factor hazards at every fa-

■ Fire Prevention in Protecting Facilities
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cility may well represent the most chal-
lenging component of effective fire pre-
vention. Without effective training, inde-
pendent follow-up audits, and senior
management commitment, people are
likely to be inconsistent in their under-
standing and respect for fire hazards.
Having a strong human-factor aware-
ness culture within a facility will greatly
reduce the risk of an unplanned fire
event or related near-miss incident. The
basic controls needed to effectively
manage human-factor hazards include: 

• Senior management commitment –
the key to effective implementation
and maintenance of human factors
hazards control policies;

• Ignition source control – hot work,
smoking, temporary electrical, static
electricity;

• Facility and equipment maintenance
(including safety control testing);

• Loss prevention inspections (includ-
ing testing of fire protection equip-
ment);

• Housekeeping practices;
• Operator training – production

equipment, facility vehicles, build-
ing service equipment;

• Fire protection equipment impair-
ment management;

• Management of outside contractors;
and

• Property supervision (facility security).
A firm foundation for human-factor

fire prevention can be established by
combining policy statements that com-
municate the required human factors
culture with formal procedures for the
daily management of these hazards.

Managing personnel is another hu-
man-factor hazard often overlooked by
companies, and it has the potential to
minimize the effectiveness, or even cir-
cumvent, established fire prevention
programs within a facility. A loss of
staff can result in a loss of experience,
knowledge, and key members of the
property loss prevention team. Busi-
nesses that do not use a process to un-
derstand the potential risks of person-
nel change at a facility place themselves
in a position of vulnerability from a fire
prevention perspective. Ensuring new

staff are adequately trained is para-
mount to reducing risks and room for
error. Key areas that should be ad-
dressed through training include im-
pairment procedures, hot work control,
working with contractors, emergency
response, and recovery.

A NECESSARY EXPENSE

Every day, companies throughout the
world accept business risks in the nor-
mal course of managing their organiza-
tions, but many do not seriously include
fire prevention policies and practices in
their business models. The costs of ef-
fectively implementing a fire prevention
culture within a company are often
viewed as unnecessary. Some in the
business world might call this approach
a calculated risk. But perhaps a more
appropriate view of this business model
is one of a risky gamble. Proper fire pre-
vention can help a business avoiding
becoming the next statistic.   ▲

Mark E. Blank is with FM Global. 
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By Jane Lataille

INTRODUCTION

Even when protective systems
work as designed, fires can still
cause substantial damage.

Among the consequences of fire
requiring cleanup or repair are:

• Direct fire damage;
• Damage from contact with burning

materials;
• Damage from exposure to heat;
• Contamination by smoke, soot, acids,

and other products of combustion;

• Contamination from released chem-
icals, such as chlorine;

• Saturation with liquids released
from breached containers;

• Damage from exposure to water
from sprinklers and hose streams;

• Damage from collapse of burned
materials or structures;

• Accumulation of burned residues;
• Penetration of odors; and
• Environmental damage.
Other concerns include harm to the

public, harm to employees, and lost
work time.

Recovering from fire can also affect

normal business operations. Customers
who are forced to use a temporary sup-
plier might decide to stay with that sup-
plier. Competitors can use the opportu-
nity to solicit new customers even if
business operations are not affected.

For these reasons, preventing fire is
more desirable than controlling it. The
many fire prevention measures now avail-
able include selecting equipment that in-
corporates engineered fire prevention sys-
tems, designing fire-safe processes,
implementing appropriate management
fire prevention programs, and developing
new fire prevention designs.

FIRE PREVENTION MEASURES

Preventing fire involves controlling
combustibles, oxygen, and ignition
sources. The most effective way to do
this depends on building occupancy and
processes. Fire prevention measures can
be implemented through engineered sys-
tems, administrative procedures, or a
combination of these. Documenting the
selected fire prevention measures is just

Integrating Fire Prevention 
with
Performance-Based

Design
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as important as documenting the fire
control features of a performance-based
design.

Engineered Systems. Many system
designs incorporate engineered fire pre-
vention components. Classic examples
include the combustion safeguards in-
stalled on fuel-fired equipment to pre-
vent fires and explosions, oven ventila-
tion systems designed to keep vapors
below 25% Lower Explosive Limit, and
explosionproof electrical equipment to
contain explosions without causing
damage. To remain dependable, these
systems must be properly designed and
regularly inspected, tested, and main-
tained. In addition, the rooms or equip-
ment for which these systems are de-
signed should not be changed without
reviewing the fire prevention measures.

Administrative Procedures. Man-
agement fire prevention programs estab-
lish administrative procedures intended
to prevent fire. Effectively implementing
these procedures requires sincere and
proactive management commitment.
Programs essential for preventing fire
must be monitored like any other design
assumption.

Examples of fire prevention programs
are operator training for normal startup,
operation, and shutdown; off-normal;
and emergency conditions (Safe Operat-
ing Procedures). Other examples include
training programs for storage practices
and use of lift trucks in a warehouse; no-
smoking programs; and programs for hot
work and preventive maintenance.

Procedures are usually more difficult
to “keep in service” than engineered
controls. Dependence on procedures
can make a facility vulnerable, particu-
larly when trained operators are sick,
personnel turnover is high, or program
budgets are cut.

The key elements for maintaining a
successful fire prevention program are
preventive maintenance, monitoring, and
management of change. Preventive main-
tenance programs should take steps to:
• Identify all equipment, systems, and

devices requiring preventive mainte-
nance.

• Determine appropriate type(s) of pre-
ventive maintenance, including visual
inspections, offline and online testing,
regular calibrations and lubrication,
and repairs and replacement.

• Determine appropriate frequencies for
the maintenance.

• Document the types and frequencies
of maintenance.

• Assign responsibilities for conducting
the maintenance.

• Keep written records of maintenance
activities.

• Screen records for trends requiring
changing the procedures.

Monitoring programs are developed
and implemented as follows:
• Document all fire prevention mea-

sures.
• Determining how to verify whether

the measures are in place.
• Develop a list of things to be checked.
• Determining appropriate frequencies

for checking each item on the list.
• Assign responsibilities for conducting

the loss prevention inspections.
• Keep written records of inspections.
• Screen records for possible changes.

These monitoring programs would
audit all the other facility fire prevention
programs, such as operator training, hot
work, and performance of regular facil-
ity inspections.

Management of change programs
should include a process for submitting
proposals for modification, as well as a
system for handling changes discovered
during inspections. Reviewing the po-
tential effects of alterations is best done
before implementing the change, and
this practice should be encouraged.

However, changes are sometimes made
without the benefit of prior review. In
that case, they should be reviewed as
soon as possible afterward.

The sidebar lists some common fire
prevention measures.

INTEGRATION WITH
PERFORMANCE-BASED DESIGN

Fire prevention measures have direct
bearing on fire performance, and they
are an integral part of a facility’s perfor-
mance-based design. The stakeholder’s
objectives could include minimizing the
consequences of a particular fire sce-
nario rather than preventing it. (See
Chapter 6 of the SFPE Engineering
Guide to Performance-Based Fire Pro-
tection Analysis and Design of Build-
ings.1) Or later in the design process, it
may be decided that preventing the sce-

Fire Prevention Measures
Following are examples of common fire prevention measures that can be taken to
eliminate chance of fire.
•  Combustion safeguards for fuel-fired equipment;
•  Ventilation of areas to keep vapors below ignitable levels;
•  Explosionproof or intrinsically safe electrical equipment, heaters, and other energy

sources to be used in electrically hazardous (classified) locations;
•  Fire-safe design of thermal heat transfer systems;
•  Fail-safe design of hazardous chemical processes; and
•  Prevention of fires in warehouses.

Performance-based designs should incorporate and document all of these measures.
Examples of measures to document for prevention of fires in warehouses are:
•  Fork lift recharging procedures
•  No-smoking programs
•  Procedures for storage practices (not mixing commodity classes, not stacking too

high, not putting storage in aisles, etc.)
•  Operator training

Fire Prevention in
Performance-Based 

Design
Four areas of particular concern in
integrating fire prevention in perfor-
mance-based design are:
•  Developing Design Fire Scenarios
•  Analyzing Risk
•  Monitoring Conditions Against

Design Assumptions
•  Managing Change



nario is preferred to controlling its consequences.
Improved performance achievable through fire prevention

programs can be a strong economic incentive for implementing
them. But maintaining the improved performance requires up-
keep of the fire prevention programs, which is not as easy as it
sounds. Fire prevention programs must be well documented so
they can be properly modified in conjunction with any future
building or occupancy changes.

The Fire Protection Engineering Design Brief should summa-
rize all the fire prevention measures necessary to assure the va-
lidity of the performance-based design, including both engi-
neered systems and management programs (Chapter 11 of the
SFPE Guide). The level of detail in the design brief can help as-
sure that the facility continues to operate within the design
boundaries.

Four areas are of particular concern in integrating fire preven-
tion features into a performance-based design: the design fire
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Example 1 – Laboratory Using Chemicals
A stakeholder reports that an average of 10 lb/sq ft (50 kg/m2)

loading of ordinary combustibles can be expected in a laboratory
using chemicals. The protective system can be designed to control a
design fire with that loading (including an appropriate safety factor).
Or options to reduce the loading can be explored. For example, dedi-
cated storage areas outside the area of the design fire can be provid-
ed, and loading can be reduced in the area of concern.

In this example, the risk analysis should factor in the likelihood that
combustible loading exceeds the assumed amount. The monitoring
program should document the designated storage areas for com-
bustibles, as well as the combustible loading that the laboratory pro-
tective system is designed to control. The management of change
program should also document these items for reference when
changes to laboratory operations are being considered.

Example 2 – Hydraulic Presses
Ten hydraulic presses are to be installed, each containing 500 gal-

lons (2 m3) of combustible hydraulic oil. The protective system can be
designed to control a hydraulic oil fire in the entire manufacturing
area. Or a central hydraulic oil reservoir for all the presses can be pro-
vided in another area. Another option would be to explore whether the

Three Examples of Integrating Fire Prevention Measures
particular presses chosen can use a noncombustible or less haz-
ardous fluid.

The fire prevention for the central oil system should include engi-
neered process safety controls to keep hydraulic oil from entering
the manufacturing area. This could include:

• Interlocks for oil level, pressure, and temperature;
• Dikes and drains for the main oil reservoir;
• Excess flow valves on the oil lines to each press; and
• Preventive maintenance on pumps and piping.
The risk analysis should consider the failure modes of all equip-

ment, safety systems, and management programs pertaining to both
the central oil system and the presses. The monitoring program
should include review of inspection, testing, and maintenance records.

Example 3 – Deflagration Hazard
A process contained inside a room presents a deflagration haz-

ard. This hazard could be controlled by an explosion suppression
system. Or the room could be designed to either vent the deflagra-
tion or withstand it. Another option would be to design the deflagra-
tion hazard out of the process.

Designing out the deflagration hazard could include:
• Specifying particular vessels, pumps, piping, and fittings;
• Limiting material holdup;
• Limiting material feed rates;
• Controlling process reaction rates;
• Interlocking critical process parameters, such as flow, tempera-

ture, level, concentration, cooling, ventilation, and agitation;
• Running under an inert atmosphere;
• Installing gas detection; and
• Providing emergency venting, drainage, and ventilation.
The systems and procedures used to make the process safe must

be documented in the risk analysis, facility monitoring, and manage-
ment of change programs. In addition, if the risk of deflagration is
still high enough to warrant control, installing an explosion suppres-
sion system might still be considered.

In ways similar to the above examples, every fire prevention mea-
sure established for a facility can, and should, be integrated with the
performance-based design.

■ Integrating Fire Prevention
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scenarios (Chapter 8 of the SFPE Guide), risk analysis (Appendix
E of the SFPE Guide), monitoring facility conditions against de-
sign assumptions, and managing change. The last two items are
not part of the design itself, but are important in assuring that
the design basis remains valid.

Design Fire Scenarios. Performance-based fire protection de-
sign assumes a particular set of design fires. The goal is to control
these fires in accordance with the stakeholder’s objectives.

Design fires are based on specific conditions expected at the
facility with sufficient conservatism, or safety factors. The design
is valid only as long as the conditions still apply or as long as
any different conditions fall within the bounds of the design
fires. Documenting these conditions is critical to the design.

Fire prevention measures may make it possible to eliminate
some design fires from consideration in a performance-based
design. For example, a supply tank for flammable liquid could
be relocated, so the contents of the tank need not be considered
in a particular design fire. The tank then should not be moved
again without review through a management of change process.

On the other hand, design fires not already considered may
have to be included unless adequate fire prevention measures
are taken. For example, if combustible materials are excluded
from a design fire on the grounds that they are far enough away
not to become involved, then the continuity of combustibles be-
tween them and the design fire must be maintained sufficiently
low so the assumption remains valid.

To integrate fire prevention with design fire scenarios, one must:
• Explore all possible fire prevention measures.
• Select fire prevention measures appropriate for the design.
• Explain which fires are not design fires on the grounds that

prevention measures will not allow them to occur.
• Document the selected fire prevention measures.
• Add the assumptions associated with the fire prevention mea-

sures to the assumptions inherent in controlling the design
fires.
Risk Analysis. If the stakeholder’s objectives state a desired

level of risk, then a performance-based design would calculate
the risk associated with that design. In determining likelihood of
fire control, risk management must account for the probability
of all possible fire sources and all possible failure modes of pro-
tective systems.

Risk analysis should also account for the probability of a fire
prevention system or procedure failure. Determining this type of
probability for engineered fire prevention systems is similar to
determining the probability of failure of a fire control feature.
Determining the probability of failure of fire prevention pro-
grams is more difficult because procedures are more intangible
than physical systems. Nevertheless, estimating this probability is
still important.

Monitoring Conditions Against Assumptions. Routinely
confirming that design assumptions are still being met assures
that the protection remains effective. This is normally done by
conducting fire prevention inspections. For the monitoring to be
effective, all conditions that could affect the design must be
known. The Fire Protection Engineering Design Brief should
summarize all the conditions that should be monitored to assure
maintaining the design basis (Chapter 11 of the SFPE Guide).

An effective monitoring program is the strongest defense
against fire. This program should monitor the performance-
based design assumptions, fire prevention programs, and how
well fire prevention measures are working. It should also effec-

tively correct any deficiencies that are found. For example,
rather than correcting a recurring problem at every loss preven-
tion inspection, the monitoring program should find and correct
the root cause of the problem.

Managing Change. Fires happen because things change. If
changes are found that affect the validity of the fire protection
design, the results of the change must be analyzed and man-
aged. The management of change program should review both
the protective and preventive aspects of any discovered or pro-
posed changes.

Change can be found during routine monitoring, or it can be
planned. If change is found during monitoring, not only should
the change be properly integrated into the design, but the man-
agement of change program should take any actions needed to
assure that future changes are reviewed in advance. Reviewing
change is best done before it is implemented.

Codes now recognize fire prevention as part of performance-
based design. NFPA 1: Uniform Fire Code,2 addresses fire pre-
vention issues in Chapter 5. The ICC Performance Code for
Buildings and Facilities 3 addresses them in Chapter 16. These
codes cite the principles of performance-based design; experi-
ence in fire protection engineering is needed to apply the codes
to specific facilities. See the previous sidebar for three examples
of integrating fire prevention measures with these four facets of
performance-based design.

Maintaining the fire prevention programs associated with per-
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formance-based designs can be challeng-
ing. These programs can be complex
and require extensive tracking to prop-
erly implement. They require many re-
sources, including time, equipment, per-
sonnel, and ongoing budgets.

After a facility is built, the expected
level of performance should be re-
flected in the facility’s fire experience.
Fire experience worse than expected
would indicate that the fire prevention
programs are not working as antici-
pated. In such a case, fire prevention
programs would need thorough review
and correction. However, proper moni-
toring of fire prevention programs
should pick up problems before they
are reflected in fire experience. 

CONCLUSIONS

Performance-based design can, and
should, integrate all appropriate fire pre-
vention measures. These measures, and
all the building and occupancy features
on which they depend, must then be

fully documented so that no changes af-
fecting fire prevention are made without
review through a management of change
program. The fire prevention measures
assumed in the design must then be im-
plemented, monitored, and maintained.
Keeping fire prevention programs work-
ing requires many resources and con-
stant vigilance. (See sidebar.)   ▲

Jane Lataille is with the Los Alamos
National Laboratory.
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■ Integrating Fire Prevention

Keeping Fire Prevention
Programs Working

Many resources are required to keep 
fire prevention programs working
with performance-based designs,
including the following:
• Detailed documentation as part of

the performance-based design;
• Management commitment and

involvement;
• Trained staff;
• Adequate, ongoing budgets;
• Adequate time to implement pro-

grams;
• Inspection, testing, and mainte-

nance programs;
• Inspection, testing, and mainte-

nance equipment;
• Auditing programs;
• Management of change programs;
• Tracking of information; and
• Programs for follow-up and taking 

corrective actions.
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By David Tomecek, P.E., and 
Bradley Smeaton

New pieces of equipment and tech-
niques for fire mitigation seem to
become available every day. New

automatic sprinklers, detection devices, or
emergency response methods are con-
stantly being developed. This visible
focus on fire control technologies might
lead one to think that fire prevention is a
thing of the past. To the contrary, fire
prevention is more relevant than ever.
Fire inspections and other traditional fire
prevention techniques have proven them-
selves over time, but the use of new
analysis methods is creating an opportu-
nity for rational applications of fire pre-
vention requirements that might not be
evident to the casual observer.

Basic approaches to fire safety design ac-
knowledge that fire prevention is an impor-
tant facet of overall fire safety. This is clearly
illustrated at the very top of the NFPA Fire
Safety Concepts Tree,1 which is routinely re-
lied upon as a framework for comprehen-
sive approaches to fire safety design (see
Figure 1). However, by using a more formal-
ized approach to fire hazards analysis, issues
related to fire prevention can be identified
that are not necessarily addressed by pre-
scriptive controls or fire protection systems.
The use of a fire hazards analysis framework

can identify the limits of traditional ap-
proaches and can be used to structure and
integrate fire prevention and protection pro-
grams accordingly. Combining fire hazards
analysis with risk assessment, system design,
and performance-based analyses, specific
fire prevention needs can be identified and
effective controls can be developed.

WHAT IS A FIRE HAZARDS ANALYSIS
(FHA)?

There is no specific definition of a fire
hazards analysis but there are several ideas
to keep in mind. An FHA should include a
comprehensive evaluation of the causes of,
impacts from, and consequences of fire in a
specific location. It is a process, in a build-
ing, considering the effects of engineered
systems, administrative programs, and man-
ual intervention.

To a limited extent, an FHA is performed
whenever fire or life safety design or evalu-
ation is undertaken. When making deci-
sions regarding the capabilities of engi-
neered systems, the design must consider
the type, quantity, and location of com-
bustibles in the area protected. The design
of sprinkler systems for high-piled storage
requires an evaluation of the commodity
classification and configuration of the stor-
age. Performance-based design for egress
systems and structural fire resistance also

require consideration of the fires that might
occur. Regardless of whether a prescriptive
or performance basis is used, a fire preven-
tion element is inherently introduced into
each of these scenarios and is crucial to the
success of the system.  

On a larger scale, developing a formal
FHA for a process, building, or multibuild-
ing complex can identify concerns beyond
a specific system or condition. Document-
ing an FHA and carrying it forward for the
life of a building or process is rarely done,
and structured fire prevention plans are not
often considered part of design solutions.
However, formalizing an FHA via a struc-
tured framework can have many benefits.
One is that the analysis can introduce fire
prevention elements as solutions to special-
ized concerns that typical fire protection
strategies either cannot address or cannot
do as cost-effectively. Often these solutions
are more complex than those offered in tra-
ditional fire prevention methods or pro-
grams (such as periodic “combustible load-
ing” inspections, signage, or housekeeping)
and require higher levels of attention and
management. They can also be much more
effective tools than one-dimensional re-
liance on engineered systems.

The insurance industry has been tracking
buildings and facilities with written evalua-
tions for decades. Several of the larger in-
surers have even standardized their ideolo-

Improving Fire Prevention
through Fire Hazards Analysis
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gies into loss prevention standards and policies. Large corporations
with national and international interests have followed suit, estab-
lishing their own policies and guidelines. In both cases, fire preven-
tion strategies are considered alongside their mitigation counterparts
as part of an overall approach.

Several United States federal government departments began fol-
lowing this same pattern as early as the 1960s. The General Services
Administration (GSA) developed a performance-based framework
that defined a set of expectations for FHA and used it as a basis for
alternatives to prescriptive codes and standards, particularly for his-
toric and existing structures. The Department of Defense (DoD) and
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) have, or are in the
process of developing, their own methodologies. Notable, however,
is the FHA framework used by the Department of Energy (DOE).

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY APPROACH

The DOE approach to FHA is a model that allows for individual
buildings or processes to be evaluated using both prescriptive and
performance-based methodologies to achieve specific fire safety
goals. By requiring a thorough evaluation of many elements of a fire
safety program, the DOE process compares fire risk against estab-
lished criteria. Additionally, comparative risk on a case-by-case basis
can be assessed against fire safety concerns that are not so easily de-
fined, such as release of hazardous materials, business interruption,
and damage to items of national interest. The DOE approach advo-
cates strong, comprehensive fire safety strategies, giving weight to
fire prevention plans and administrative programs, as well as to ac-
tive and passive fire control requirements and engineered systems.
The FHA methodologies and implementation structure provide this
capability, and the result is a rational reliance on specific fire pre-
vention controls. The approach and methodology is included in
DOE Orders 420.1A and 440.1A, as well as the associated fire safety

■ Improving Fire Prevention
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program implementation guide. These
documents can be found on the Internet at
http://tis.eh.doe.gov/fire/ or http://
www.directives.doe.gov/.

The strength of the DOE approach be-
gins with acknowledgment of the need for
fire safety by the Secretary of Energy. Sev-
eral memoranda from the Secretary have
been issued, reinforcing the need for a
strong fire safety program, and particular as-
pects of the program when necessary.
Overall policies are established in docu-
ments known as Orders. The DOE Orders
contain the overriding criteria for establish-
ing fire safety programs, including the need
to perform FHA on “all nuclear facilities,
significant new facilities, and facilities that
represent unique or significant fire safety
risks.”2 Discreet expectations are described
in guides, manuals, and handbooks that are
prepared by the Headquarters division re-
sponsible for program development.3, 4 DOE
contractors at individual operating sites gen-
erally have implementing procedures that
define how FHA documentation will occur.
While there are a number of sites and
frameworks, the general criteria that is eval-
uated is common to all of them, since it is
prescribed by the DOE (see inset).

The DOE approach requires that quali-

fied fire protection engineers perform FHA,
and establishes expectations as to capabili-
ties and level of experience required to per-
form such analyses.3, 5 By doing so, an estab-
lished minimum level of consideration is
anticipated to be given to the identified cri-
teria. Further, the detail of the evaluation is
expected to be sufficient to be used as input
to other DOE evaluations, including those
for nuclear safety, criticality safety, haz-
ardous material storage and release, and
general industrial hazards. These related
evaluations present risk information to DOE
relative to other hazards and programs with
which fire safety is related.

Using this framework, fire hazards can be
defined and compared to existing engi-
neered systems and manual intervention
methods to determine if specific objectives
can be achieved. From the description of
fire hazards, specific fire scenarios of con-
cern arise. Qualitative or quantitative meth-
ods can be used to develop consequences
for both mitigated and unmitigated condi-
tions. The resulting consequences can then
be evaluated with respect to probability of
occurrence, direct financial losses, indirect
business interruption, effects on workers
and the surrounding public, and other tan-
gible and intangible consequences.

In many cases, the analysis may point out
the limitations of engineered systems or the
inadequacies of traditional fire prevention
approaches. In these cases, quantitative
methods such as fire models are used to
more discreetly analyze a scenario. From
that quantitative analysis, specific improve-
ments related to fire prevention and/or fire
protection strategies result.  

FHA-based evaluations routinely lead to
changes in a particular suppression system,
modifications to a mechanical process, re-
placement of materials with their less flam-
mable or noncombustible counterparts, or
installation of location-specific engineered
controls. Also, changes in existing inspec-
tion, testing, and maintenance programs
might come about, based on the identifica-
tion of significant need for a change to im-
prove the operational reliability of a particu-
lar engineered system. It is likely, however,
that fire prevention issues will be identified
as well.

IDENTIFICATION OF FIRE PREVENTION
NEEDS THROUGH FHA

While building codes, fire protection stan-
dards, loss prevention guidelines, and other
such documents identify required engi-
neered systems and controls for general situ-

The DOE approach to fire hazards analyses con-
tains the following information, as well as their
interrelation with fire safety criteria established in
DOE Orders, Standards, Guides, and Handbooks.

• Description of construction
• Description of critical process equipment
• Description of high-value property
• Description of fire hazards
• Description of operations
• Potential for a toxic, biological, and/or radiation

incident due to a fire
• Natural hazards (earthquake, flood, wind) impact on

fire safety
• Damage potential: Maximum Possible Fire Loss

(MPFL)
• Fire protection features
• Protection of essential safety class systems
• Life safety considerations
• Emergency planning
• Fire Department/Brigade response
• Recovery potential
• Security and Safeguards considerations related to

fire protection
• Exposure fire potential and the potential for fire

spread between two fire areas
• Effect of significant fire safety deficiencies on fire risk
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ations, the engineered controls may not be adequate to achieve the
desired level of fire safety for the existing or anticipated conditions
determined as part of the FHA. In fact, an FHA frequently reveals
that engineered controls for a particular situation offer little or no
benefit, particularly if those controls carry significant short- and long-
term costs. It is under such conditions that specific fire prevention
measures can often be introduced as a cost-effective alternative.

Traditional fire prevention measures typically focus on general
strategies such as reduction or elimination of combustibles and/or
ignition sources. The FHA framework refines this approach to pro-
vide mitigation approaches to specific concerns, as opposed to a
generalized condition of safety. From the analysis, specific issues
of fire spread, smoke movement, damage to specific pieces of
equipment, and dangers to life safety can be identified. If required
engineered features do not adequately address such issues, dis-
creet fire prevention measures may be available to mitigate the
condition. Control of combustibles around specific pieces of equip-
ment may be needed. The use of grounding in situations not nor-
mally required could be used to eliminate ignition sources. Condi-
tions where specific fire prevention programs or strategies can be
relied upon as part of an effective fire safety design for a unique
application are routinely identified through the use of formalized
FHAs such as that used by DOE (see inset).

To illustrate, consider the design of smoke control systems. In
designing smoke control for atria, a fire size must be chosen in or-
der to perform the various calculations needed to design the sys-
tem. That design fire inherently defines a fire prevention control

(i.e., maximum allowable design fire) that would need to be contin-
ually maintained for the future of the facility. Future furnishing pur-
chases and arrangements would need to correspond to the original
fire assumptions, and purchases and installations coordinated ac-
cordingly. Furthermore, the introduction of additional combustibles
for receptions, demonstrations, holiday decorations, and other
events would need to be closely observed to ensure that the design-
basis fire size is not exceeded. Failure to control combustibles within
the space would invalidate the design of the smoke control system
and could potentially place people exiting the building in danger.

Using this type of analysis, time-honored fire prevention programs
can take on new importance. In cases where hot work is determined
to be a fire hazard beyond that generally assumed, the implementa-
tion of a structured approval process would reduce the probability
of a resulting fire. Approving the type and arrangement of personal
space heaters could become a required compensatory measure in an
existing file storage area that is otherwise unprotected. An FHA
points out whether these seemingly routine fire prevention items are
really simple property loss issues or are intrinsic to a much more se-
rious fire protection and loss prevention program.

IMPLEMENTING FIRE PREVENTION CONTROLS

With few exceptions, implementing fire prevention controls re-

■ Improving Fire Prevention

A Simple Example
Performance Criteria
A large manufacturer of computer hardware examines its production stream
and determines that the loss of production in a particular plant cannot
exceed two weeks. Any recommendations must be limited in cost, as the
company is experiencing financial difficulties.
Fire Scenario and Hazards Analysis
From observed conditions, a scenario is identified that involves a small quan-
tity of combustibles in the operations computer control room. The type, quan-
tity, and location of combustibles were found via modeling to be inadequate to
activate the room’s fire sprinkler system, which is the only provided suppres-
sion system. As well, the resulting fire was determined to be limited enough
to not cause thermal damage to the computer cabinet and the electronics
inside. The resulting smoke, on the other hand, would damage the equipment
and require replacement schedules in excess of the allowed two weeks.
Evaluation of Strategies
Engineered systems, such as clean agent extinguishing systems, could be
recommended.  However, the financial situation of the company requires the
evaluation of alternatives. The provision of combustible controls can produce
the desired effect at a significantly reduced cost. The control could be simply
the elimination of combustibles that are not related to the computer equip-
ment, including the removal of cushioned furniture, plastic storage contain-
ers, and cardboard boxes.
In addition, controls on ignition sources could be instituted. Disallowing repair
operations utilizing soldering irons and other hot surfaces from the room could
be an instituted control. Eliminating cooking and heating appliances like coffee
pots and space heaters could be another. Consolidation and control of the use
of extension cords and multiple outlet devices (like surge protectors) is yet
another possible control.
Impacts and Implementation
The impact of each of these strategies must be evaluated against their cost
and the ability of the company to implement and maintain them. Once estab-
lished, the controls must be periodically evaluated to ensure they continue to
address the initial concern.
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quires time, effort, and funding. As a result,
there is generally a tendency to use the easi-
est methods possible. Posting of signs, daily
checklists, random inspections, and other
means are often employed as low-cost
methods. In other cases, such as instances
where the controls are part of a perfor-
mance-based fire safety design, a more rigid
implementation is necessary. Assignment of
duties to specific employees, specialized
compliance forms, operational checklists,
periodic management oversight, and valida-
tion by the local Authority Having Jurisdic-
tion could be needed if the situation is iden-
tified to have regulatory concerns or is of
significant importance.

How thoroughly fire prevention precau-
tions should be implemented depends on
many factors. Usually, fire prevention tech-
niques are applied equally to all situations
and with equal vigor. Fire prevention meth-
ods driven by FHA will likely require more
rigorous implementation because of the
risks involved. It is necessary as part of the
FHA to assess the risk posed by a particular
condition and the effect the prevention con-
trol has upon minimizing that risk. How-
ever, how to best implement the control is a
management decision outside the FHA. Fac-
tors that influence that decision include, but
are not limited to:

• The significance of the risk on an ab-
solute scale (i.e., compared to specified
success criteria);

• The significance of the risk on a rela-
tive scale (i.e., compared to other risks
that could also lead to unacceptable
conditions);

• The impact the fire prevention control
has upon the risk;

• The level of difficulty in implementing
the control;

• The level of difficulty in enforcing the
control;

• The cost of the control versus the ben-
efit obtained; and

• The posture toward fire prevention of
the people involved.

Cost is always a factor and is sometimes
difficult to evaluate when comparing long-
term administrative costs against a potential
fire loss. There are various cost-analysis
schemes that can be undertaken depending
on the risk being evaluated. A simple evalu-
ation may compare direct costs against pos-
sible loss. Such an evaluation is suitable
when the risk is fairly clear. However, risks
that are not so well defined may require
more detailed cost evaluation to convince all
parties involved that the implementation is
worthwhile. 

Performance-based design introduces a
twist to this concept in that the difficulty of
implementation and enforcement is un-
known, as is the posture of the people in-
volved. In public buildings, the emphasis
of an FHA is different because the primary
issues are related to life safety. While spe-
cific fire prevention assumptions may be
justified as part of an analysis, reliable im-
plementation is really the key. Issues such

as how to insure long-term validity of 
vital assumptions, who is responsible,
and how failures of those assumptions
will be corrected are important imple-
mentation factors. In fact, administration
of FHA assumptions and outcomes are
likely to be an important key to how suc-
cessful performance-based fire protection
designs will be.
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KEEPING THINGS CURRENT

To be effective, the FHA needs to be a
living document. Periodic reviews and up-
dates should occur to reflect any changes
to the original analysis. Large facilities or
complexes with multiple operations that
are dependent upon each other for suc-
cessful production may be continuously
expanding, replacing equipment, or im-
proving existing operations. Specific con-
struction projects tend to focus on the ap-
plicable requirements for the project itself,
with collateral considerations limited to
the direct impacts on available utility
loads, exposures, and integration of exist-
ing fire protection features. A project
could actually impact the original assump-
tions and implemented controls estab-
lished based on the initial FHA performed
years prior. In addition, the original FHA
may not account for changes in manage-
ment, ownership, or shifting regulatory re-
quirements.

For example, assume an existing analysis

for a facility determines that fire prevention
controls for a facility were unnecessary even
though there are deficiencies identified in
the building’s automatic sprinkler system.
This result was based on an overall fire loss
that is an acceptable risk based on noncriti-
cal or easily resumed operations. A new
construction project is initiated to relocate a
new operation in the existing facility that
contributes a significant and unique process
that is critical to the corporate mission. The
project engineer’s review is generally fo-
cused on the specific portion of the structure
to be modified, assuming existing conditions
outside of the project scope are acceptable
and do not require review. However, the
new project shifts the conclusions of the ex-
isting analysis and places the critical opera-
tion and complex-wide production at risk.
This concern may not be recognized for
years and could result in much higher costs
for implementing controls or correcting the
sprinkler protection. Establishing a periodic
review and update cycle for the FHA that is
performed can assist in avoiding this prob-
lem. Additionally, maintaining a complex-

wide or facility-wide document that is a re-
quired input to any project ensures that new
risks or changes to previous risk assump-
tions are addressed.   ▲

David Tomecek and Bradley Smeaton
are with Hughes Associates
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By Ralph Kerwin, P.E.

Most fire protection engineers
who become licensed in the
United States achieve that

license by passing the Principles and
Practice Exam in Fire Protection
Engineering (FPE exam).

The purpose of the exam is to set a
threshold for the technical knowledge
required of a hypothetical fire protection
engineer who is “minimally competent”
to safeguard public health, safety, and
welfare in the course of performing his
or her professional duties. Once every
decade, the national governing society,
The National Council of Examiners for
Engineering and Surveying (NCEES), re-
quires that the Society of Fire Protection
Engineers polls licensed practicing fire

protection engineers (both members and
nonmembers) and reevaluate which ar-
eas of knowledge should be known by
this minimally competent engineer. The
engineers selected for this reevaluation
are free to completely redefine the exist-
ing exam categories, so when a new sur-
vey is completed, the results redefine
the “the basics” of fire protection engi-
neering for the purposes of the FPE
exam for the next ten years.

A new survey was conducted in 2002.
In dramatic contrast to reevaluations of
the past 20 years, the results show signif-
icant changes in how fire protection en-
gineers view their field. New technical
content has been recognized, and some
of the traditional areas of practice have
been reduced or eliminated to make
room. This article looks first at the gen-

eral changes in the exam format and
then focuses specifically on the treat-
ment of fire prevention as an exam
topic.

OVERVIEW OF THE NEW FPE
EXAM FORMAT

Detailed category breakdowns for the
old and new exam formats are shown in
Tables 2 and 3. Comparing the organiza-
tion schemes at a glance is difficult. To
aid the comparison, Table 1 shows divi-
sions that roughly follow the old exam
outline, with some topic areas consoli-
dated to allow for ease of comparison. 

By comparing changes in item counts
between these five exam categories in
Table 1 then comparing them with the
detailed breakdowns in Tables 2 and 3,
the following changes can be seen in
what constitutes fire protection engi-
neering basics for the “minimally com-
petent engineer”:

1. The Water Supplies category has
disappeared as a dedicated topic, and
has in fact been designated as two of
eight optional subcategories under 
“Water-Based Fire Protection Systems.”
This change appears to represent a shift
of focus away from areas of fire protec-
tion emphasized in traditional insurance
and municipal grading practices, and to-
wards more quantitative, theory-based
categories. 

How the New 
FPE Exam Format 
Incorporates 
Fire Prevention

Table 1. Comparison of old and new exam formats

Exam Category Old Exam Items in New Exam Items in 
Dedicated Category Dedicated Category

Water Supplies 10 0
Building Systems 10 16
Fire Protection Systems* 30 28
Fire Prevention** 20 8
Hazard and Risk Analysis 10 28

* consists of old categories “Water-Based Suppression Systems,” “Non-Water-Based Suppression Systems,” and “Detection and Alarm Systems.” 
** consists of old categories “Planning and Design of Fire Prevention” and “Implementation and Monitoring of Fire Prevention”
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2.  The Building Systems category
has increased in size by 60%. The in-
crease becomes even more significant
when one considers that “Smoke Man-
agement Systems” is no longer a part of
this category. The category of the
“Means of Egress” remains about the
same (five items). While the “Building
Construction” subcategory has doubled
in size from five to ten items. The intro-
duction of nationally recognized (vs. re-
gionally recognized) model building
codes appears partly responsible for this
increase, as basic building code subcate-
gories such as “height and area limits”
are now listed. The increase in the
building construction category is wel-
come. The topic was previously under-
represented relative to its practical and
theoretical importance in fire protection
engineering practice.

3.  The category of Fire Protection
Systems has experienced a significant
decrease. The loss appears deceptively
minor – less than 10% overall by item
count-until one considers the individual
subcategories. The old “Non-Water-
Based Suppression Systems” (now “Spe-
cial Hazard Systems”) has decreased by
60% (ten items to four), while “Smoke
Management Systems” is now a dedi-
cated subcategory in this section equal
in importance to “Special Hazard Sys-
tems.” Fire alarm has been reduced by
30% (to seven items from ten), and even
the “Water-Based Suppression Systems”
category has taken a hit, since it now
contains subcategories for water sup-
plies and fire pumps that were previ-
ously separate. It also now contains
foam and water mist systems, which
used to be placed under “Non-Water-
Based Suppression.” “Explosion Protec-
tion” is now assigned a dedicated cate-
gory of three items. This explicit
recognition of explosion protection is
very much in keeping with a larger
trend toward emphasizing quantitatively
well-modeled phenomena. Also in line
with this trend, note that the three “Spe-
cial Application” fire protection system
categories (Special Hazard Systems,
Smoke Control, and Explosion Protec-
tion and Prevention) have a dispropor-
tionately large number of topics com-
pared to their point values. The fire
protection engineers surveyed for the
new format focused a great deal of at-
tention on these topics relative to their

overall category size. This level of detail
will encourage a larger variety of ques-
tions in these areas.

4.  Fire Prevention has taken the
biggest hit of all. From having 25% of
the exam items dedicated to this one
topic in two categories, there are now
only eight items (10% of exam items)
dedicated specifically to the topic of
“Fire Prevention,” and they are in a sec-
tion named “Fire Protection Manage-
ment,” that does not contain the phrase
“fire prevention” at all. A further discus-
sion of this area is reserved for the sec-
ond half of this article.

5.  In line with the increased emphasis
on quantitative methods, the old cate-
gory of Hazard and Risk Analysis has
grown dramatically, with an increase of
almost 200% (from 10 to 28 items). Ap-
parently, a large number of practicing
fire protection engineers see the rapidly
maturing analytical methods as part of

basic fire protection engineering knowl-
edge. The recognition of these new cat-
egories is a primary factor responsible
for the restructuring of the exam format
and the complementary downsizing of
the Water Supply and Fire Prevention
categories. Of special note, there is an
entirely new (to the exam) topic, 
“Human Response,” which attempts to
model human behavior during emer-
gency notification scenarios.  

FIRE PREVENTION IN THE FPE
EXAM: STILL THERE BETWEEN
THE LINES

The change in fire prevention treat-
ment within the FPE exam is worth a
detailed look, as it represents a signifi-
cant emerging shift in emphasis for the
field of fire protection engineering. As
shown in Table 2, this topic was previ-
ously addressed in two categories – “Im-

■ New FPE Exam Format

Table 2
1992 Fire Protection Engineering Examination Specifications

Category (Knowledge Area) and Topics Items

1. PLANNING AND DESIGN OF WATER SUPPLIES 10

Water supplies dedicated to fire protection; public water supplies

2. PLANNING AND DESIGN OF BUILDING SYSTEMS 10

Structural fire resistance; fire barriers; opening protection; means of egress; construction 
materials; smoke management systems; building use and occupancy 

3. PLANNING AND DESIGN OF WATER-BASED SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS 10

Specifying, evaluating, testing, and maintaining sprinkler and water spray systems; fire and 
explosion suppression systems

4. PLANNING AND DESIGN OF NON-WATER-BASED SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS 10

Specifying, evaluating, testing, and maintaining CO2, dry chemical, foam, and alternate 
agent systems; fire and explosion suppression systems

5. PLANNING AND DESIGN OF DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEMS 10

Specifying, evaluating, testing, and maintaining heat, smoke, and flame detectors; alarm 
and supervisory systems

6. PLANNING AND DESIGN OF FIRE PREVENTION 10

Control of combustible materials, ignition sources, and oxidizing sources

7. IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING OF FIRE PREVENTION 10

Inspection, testing, and preventive maintenance; process safety; hazard abatement

8. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF HAZARD AND RISK ANALYSIS 10

Quantification of frequency and severity of fire events; estimation of time available for 
occupant egress from rooms; analysis of damage potential to exposed objects from fire 
or explosion
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plementation and Monitoring of Fire
Prevention” and “Planning and Design
of Fire Prevention.”

Although the phrase “fire prevention”
no longer appears in the exam, the top-
ics that make up the old category of
“Implementation and Monitoring of Fire
Prevention” have not simply vanished in
a puff of smoke. As Table 2 shows, the
three subcategories were “Inspection,
Testing, and Preventative Maintenance,”
“Process Safety,” and “Hazard Abate-
ment.” Each of the topics in these cate-
gories has been carried over in some
form to the new format:

1. Inspection, Testing, and Mainte-
nance – This topic has been preserved
as an optional topic without even a
name change under the new category
“Fire Protection Management.” It shares
the category with two other fire preven-
tion topics discussed in Item 3 below.
This category alone carries eight items.
Inspection, testing, and maintenance is-
sues are critical to fire protection system
reliability, and the topic lends itself well
to the multiple-choice question format.
These features may account for its rela-
tively strong showing in the new format.

2. Process Safety – Process safety
monitoring and implementation have
typically appeared in the exam as ques-
tions concerning industrial flammable
liquids operations. Such questions may
still appear in “Information Sources for
Analysis” under the optional subcate-
gory “Functional Use and Operation of
Facility.” Given the fact that this is one
of eight optional subcategories in this
area, however, the number of Process
Safety items will be diminished under
the new format. Another area that may
contain process-related topics is “Risk
Analysis Techniques,” since the available
applications have been developed pri-
marily for industrial situations, particu-
larly those involving flammable and
combustible liquids.

3. Hazard Abatement – The contents
of this category have transferred over 
to the new category “Fire Protection 
Management” as two separate topics.
The first is “Facility System Impairment
Procedures,” a self-explanatory title. The
second is “Capabilities and Limitations
of Design.” The location of this subcate-
gory under “Fire Protection Manage-
ment” hints that it refers to management
of environments to avoid invalidating
fire protection system design limitations.
Control of penetrations in fire barriers,
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Table 3
2002 Fire Protection Engineering Examination Specifications

(Effective 2004)

Category Items

KNOWLEDGE AREA I. (16) 
FIRE PROTECTION ANALYSIS  

A. TYPES OF ANALYSIS 10
1. Hazard analysis techniques (e.g., estimating fire scenario severity)
2. Risk analysis techniques (e.g., likelihood, severity)
3. Economic analysis techniques (e.g., cost benefit, life cycle)
4. Limitations for analyses

B. INFORMATION SOURCES FOR ANALYSIS 6
1. Functional use and operation of facility (e.g., industrial processes, occupancy, facility contents)
2. Acceptable thresholds (e.g,. maximum temperature, heat flux, gas concentration)
3. Codes and standards
4. Occupancy, hazard, and commodity classifications
5. Fire test methods (e.g., classification, product, or material characteristics)
6. Fire test data interpretation techniques
7. Exposures (e.g., proximal distance from hazards)
8. Technical drawings, schematics, and plans (e.g., contract documents, shop drawings, riser diagrams)

KNOWLEDGE AREA II. (8)
FIRE PROTECTION MANAGEMENT 

A. FIRE PROTECTION MANAGEMENT 8
1. Capabilities and limitations of the design
2. Facility system impairment procedures
3. Inspection and maintenance frequencies

KNOWLEDGE AREA III. (12)
FIRE SCIENCE AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR

A. FIRE DYNAMICS 8
1. Fire and smoke behavior
2. Fire growth
3. Combustion
4. Plume entrainment and temperature
5. Materials properties (e.g., heat of combustion; ignitability; thermal, mechanical, flammable,

and explosive limits)
6. Heat transfer from fire and smoke

B. HUMAN RESPONSE 4
1. Evacuation movement
2. Human performance capabilities
3. Human response to fire cues (e.g., alarm, smoke, and heat)
4. Timed egress analyses

KNOWLEDGE AREA IV. (28)
FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

A. WATER-BASED FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS 10
1. Design criteria (e.g., water flow densities, pressure requirements, design areas)
2. Hydraulic calculation techniques
3. Pipe sizing techniques
4. System types (e.g., wet and dry pipe, preaction, foam, water mist)
5. System components (e.g., sprinkler types, valves, flow detection, pipe material selection, 

cross connection control, bracing)
6. Placement (e.g., obstructions, environmental considerations)
7. Water supply and distribution (e.g., public, private, storage tanks)
8. Fire pumps and controllers

B. SPECIAL HAZARD SYSTEMS 4
1. Design criteria
2. Design method (e.g., total flooding or local application)
3. Pipe sizing
4. System types (e.g., CO2, clean agents, dry chemical)
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control of combustible materials storage
height and content in sprinklered ware-
houses, and control of flammable liquid
storage conditions are all obvious exam-
ples of this topic. Taken together, these
two topics capture a large portion of
what would have been previously
termed “Hazard Abatement.”

In contrast to the Implementation and
Monitoring issues, the “Design and Im-
plementation of Fire Prevention” topics
appear to have gone underground. The
increased emphasis on quantitative
methods of risk and hazard analysis has
resulted in a disappearance of this cate-
gory as a dedicated topic for the exam.
In practice, this may mean a lessened
emphasis on certain traditional “fire pre-
vention triangle” concepts in the exam,
although other concepts such as proba-
bility-related topics may actually in-
crease in importance.

The idea of the fire triangle is summa-
rized precisely by the one topic of the
old “Planning and Design of Fire Preven-
tion” category – “Control of combustible
materials, ignition sources, and oxidizing
agents.” The loss of this category as a
dedicated topic in the new exam will
probably lead to a de-emphasis of igni-
tion control. This topic crops up primar-
ily in the context of flammable liquids.
Such questions might still appear in the
new topic area “Functional use and op-
eration of facility,” but they will have a
lot of competition from other orphaned
process-related topics. Many of the indi-
vidual topics regarding control of com-
bustible materials and oxidizers will still
be present, but scattered in various
places between the two categories of
“Fire Protection Analysis” and “Fire 
Dynamics.” The one exception to this
lower profile for fire prevention design
items will be probabilistic risk analysis
questions, which will probably show up
more consistently and explicitly than
they have in the past.

Significant changes have occurred to
the fire protection licensing exam that
reflect the new analytical tools available
to practicing fire protection engineers.
Fire prevention remains an integral part
of the knowledge base of the practicing
engineer and will continue to be ad-
dressed in the exam in a variety of
ways, even though the words “fire pre-
vention” no longer appear in the exam
specification.   ▲

Ralph Kerwin is with the U.S. Navy.

continuted

Category Items

5. System components
6. Agent storage
7. Personnel safety
8. Controls (e.g., actuation, prealarm, release, detection)
9. Collateral damage (e.g., toxic or acid byproducts)

10. System interlocks (e.g., damper, process shutdown)
11. Test methods (e.g., enclosure integrity test, environmental concerns)

C. FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEMS 7
1. Design criteria (e.g., sequence of operation, initiating device selection, and spacing)
2. System types (e.g., addressable, hardwired)
3. System components
4. Initiating devices (e.g., type, placement, performance)
5. Environmental effects on initiating device placement (e.g., air velocity, temperature)
6. Notification appliances (e.g., type, placement, performance, voice communication)
7. Circuit classification and wiring methods
8. Survivability
9. Power supplies

10. Building control functions and system interfaces (e.g., elevator recall, HVAC, smoke control, door releases)
11. Monitoring (e.g., central station, proprietary)
12. Test methods (e.g., verify sequence of operation)

D. SMOKE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 4
1. Design criteria (e.g., objectives, equipment survivability, pressure limits)
2. System types (e.g., pressurized stairwells, zone smoke control, venting)
3. System components
4. Fluid mechanics (e.g., vent flows, plug-holing)
5. Environmental effects (e.g., stack effect, wind)
6. Initiating mechanisms
7. Power supplies
8. System interfaces (e.g., fire alarm, HVAC)
9. Test methods (e.g., model code requirements, verify sequence of operation, component performance, safety)

E. EXPLOSION PROTECTION AND PREVENTION SYSTEMS 3
1. Design criteria (e.g., maximum pressure, ventilation rates, agent concentration)
2. Design methods (e.g., suppression, inerting, isolation, venting)
3. Agent types (e.g., gas, dry chemical)
4. Venting (e.g., location, sizing)
5. System components (e.g., enclosure construction, agent delivery, piping, ventilation configuration)
6. Personnel safety
7. Controls (e.g., actuation, detection, release)
8. Collateral damage (e.g., adjacent structures or exposures)
9. System interlocks (e.g., dampers, process shutdown)

10. Test methods (e.g., other system survivability)

KNOWLEDGE AREA V. (16)
PASSIVE BUILDING SYSTEMS

A. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 10
1. Construction types (e.g., combustible, noncombustible, fire-resistive, frame)
2. Construction materials (e.g., roofing, sheathing, insulation)
3. Height and area limits
4. Building separation distances
5. Interior finish (e.g., flame spread rating, critical radiant flux)
6. Structural fire resistance (e.g., calculation methods, substitution rules)
7. Compartmentalization/separation (e.g., fire, smoke)
8. Vertical openings
9. Protection of openings (e.g., penetration seals, joint systems, dampers, doors)

B. MEANS OF EGRESS 6
1. Design criteria
2. Exits (e.g., types, remoteness, travel distances, number, capacity)
3. Means of egress components (e.g., exit access, exit, exit discharge)
4. Component details (e.g., stairwells, corridors, doors, hardware)
5. Occupancy types (e.g., assembly, detention, business)
6. Occupant load
7. Emergency lighting
8. Marking of means of egress
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When smoke detection is the
objective, projected beam
smoke detectors can have a

measurable performance advantage
over spot-type smoke detectors.
Projected-beam smoke detection can
actually be more sensitive to real fires,
yet less prone to nuisance alarms.
Great taste and less filling. Is it possi-
ble to have both? For smoke detection,
at least, the answer is a qualified yes.

This article gives some basic back-
ground on how projected-beam smoke
detectors work and how they are mod-
eled. Then, a temporal fire analysis is
used to test the hypothesis of whether
projected-beam detectors can actually
respond before a grid of spot-type de-
tectors. Basic engineering principles are
used to show how projected-beam
smoke detectors are less prone to most
sources of nuisance alarms.

BASIC OPERATION

Projected-beam smoke detectors are
light-obscuration detectors. They project
a beam of light from a source, across a
space, to a receiver. The unit is cali-
brated to respond when the amount of
light reaching the receiver falls below
some preset threshold. Projected-beam
smoke detectors generally have ad-
justable response thresholds – typically
between 20% and 70% total obscuration.
Some may have several sensitivity set-
tings, others only “low” and “high” sen-
sitivity settings.

Projected-beam smoke detectors also
analyze the rate of change of the re-
ceived light. Very slow reductions in
light received are interpreted as either
component degradation or a buildup of
dust and dirt on the unit’s housing, and
will result in a trouble signal rather than
an alarm signal. Similarly, sudden
changes that are caused by some type of
obstruction, such as a solid object
placed in the light path will result in the

transmission of trouble rather than alarm
signals. However, tests using large spills
of aviation fuel showed that a rapid
buildup of smoke could cause a pro-
jected-beam smoke detector to think
that it was being blocked.1 For this rea-

son, some detectors may have a setting
to allow total or rapid blockage to gen-
erate an alarm signal. This should only
be used where very rapid smoke layer
development is possible.

TRADITIONAL USE

Projected-beam smoke detectors are
traditionally used as a substitute for a

Projected-Beam Smoke Detectors – 
More Than Just a 

Substitute for Spot Detectors
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string of spot-type detectors in situations
where the installation, testing, and main-
tenance of spot-type detectors are diffi-
cult. For example, in spaces with high
ceilings, once construction has been
completed and the space is occupied, it
is often difficult to reach the ceiling with-
out the use of heavy, cumbersome lifts.

On the other hand, projected-beam
smoke detectors mounted at ceiling
level on or near the side walls can more
easily be reached with an extension lad-
der. Often, maintenance and testing can
be done using a long pole to hold clean-
ing rags or optical filters. Because of
this, use of projected-beam smoke de-
tectors in large atria, places of worship,
exhibit halls, and other high-ceiling
spaces has probably eliminated many
nuisance alarms that would have re-
sulted if spot-type detectors had been
installed but not properly tested and
maintained.

MODELING SMOKE AND
PROJECTED-BEAM SMOKE
DETECTORS

For projected-beam-type detectors,
fire or smoke models that calculate the
optical density per unit length, Du, in a
space or the total optical density in the
path of the detector, D, may be used to
estimate when the detector would re-
spond. Manufacturers’ specifications will
typically indicate at what levels of total
obscuration or total optical density the
detectors respond.  

It is easier and more convenient to
use optical density (D) or optical density
per unit length (Du) as opposed to the
percent obscuration (% Obs.) or percent
obscuration per unit length (% Obs./m
or % Obs./ft) when talking about pro-
jected-beam smoke detectors. This is be-
cause light attenuation is logarithmic
and % Obs./ft multiplied by the path
length does not give the correct total 
% Obs. For example, 2.0%/ft of obscura-
tion over a path of 20 ft is not 40% total
obscuration – it is 33%. However,
2.0%/ft is equal to a unit optical density
of 0.0088 ft-1 or 0.029 m-1, and can be di-
rectly multiplied by the path length of
20 ft or 6.09 m to get a total optical den-
sity of D = 0.18. (Note that optical den-
sity is not expressed as a unit.) Convert-
ing between optical density and percent
obscuration is possible by back-calculat-
ing the ratio of the initial light beam

strength, I0, to its attenuated strength, I.
See page 4-22 of “Design of Detection
Systems” in the SFPE Handbook of Fire
Protection Engineering for the equa-
tions.2 The other advantage to using op-
tical density is that there are direct corre-
lations between visibility in a smoky
environment and the optical density.3

Many fire models estimate the unit
optical density Du in a uniform upper
layer or volume. This is referred to as
zone modeling. The optical density over
the entire length of the beam is then de-
termined by multiplying Du by the path
length, l. The path length is the distance
between the source and receiver of the
projected beam smoke detector or that
portion of the beam length that has

smoke in it. This method assumes ho-
mogenous distribution of smoke
throughout the path, an assumption that
may not be valid.

Another method to model the re-
sponse of projected beam type detectors
is to calculate the unit optical density,
Du, at several discrete points or in sev-
eral discrete grid sections between the
source and the receiver of the projected-
beam smoke detector. This is a form of
field modeling. The optical density per
unit length is then multiplied by the
length of that particular grid segment.
The total optical density of the path is
then the sum of all of the densities for
the individual segments or grid volumes.

Table 1 – Optical Density Across a Path
r (m) D

u
(m-1) ∆x (m) D

x
Location

4.57 0.057 - - - Point on detection line closest to fire.
4.75 0.052 1.30 0.055 0.071
5.00 0.047 0.73 0.050 0.037
5.25 0.043 0.56 0.045 0.025
5.50 0.039 0.48 0.041 0.020
5.75 0.036 0.43 0.037 0.016
6.00 0.033 0.40 0.034 0.014
6.25 0.030 0.38 0.032 0.012
6.50 0.028 0.36 0.029 0.010 Closest spot type detector.
6.75 0.026 0.35 0.027 0.009
7.00 0.024 0.33 0.025 0.008
7.25 0.022 0.33 0.023 0.008
7.50 0.021 0.32 0.022 0.007
7.75 0.020 0.31 0.020 0.006
8.00 0.018 0.31 0.019 0.006
8.25 0.017 0.30 0.018 0.005
8.50 0.016 0.30 0.017 0.005
8.75 0.015 0.29 0.016 0.005
9.00 0.015 0.29 0.015 0.004
9.25 0.014 0.29 0.014 0.004
9.50 0.013 0.29 0.013 0.004
9.75 0.012 0.28 0.013 0.004
10.00 0.012 0.28 0.012 0.003
10.25 0.011 0.28 0.012 0.003
10.50 0.011 0.28 0.011 0.003
10.75 0.010 0.28 0.010 0.003
11.00 0.010 0.28 0.010 0.003
11.25 0.009 0.27 0.010 0.003
11.50 0.009 0.27 0.009 0.002
11.75 0.009 0.27 0.009 0.002
12.00 0.008 0.27 0.008 0.002
12.25 0.008 0.27 0.008 0.002
12.50 0.008 0.27 0.008 0.002
12.75 0.007 0.27 0.007 0.002
13.00 0.007 0.27 0.007 0.002 Leading edge of ceiling jet.

Total Optical Density Across the Path 0.313

D
ux

(m-1)
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ENGINEERING ANALYSIS AND
APPLICATION

To test the hypothesis of whether pro-
jected-beam smoke detection is more
sensitive than spot-type smoke detection,
it is easiest to analyze both in a simple
fire scenario. While the model described
above for projected-beam detectors is
fairly simple, the modeling of spot-type
detectors is much more complex. It may

not be possible to model spot-type detec-
tors with the degree of accuracy and res-
olution needed for many modeling objec-
tives.4, 5 No attempt will be made to
determine when either type of detection
would respond. However, making some
simplifying assumptions permits an or-
der-of-magnitude comparison of the two
detection systems. 

Assume a fire occurs under a high, flat
ceiling and that a plume and ceiling jet

develop as shown in Figure 1. The worst
case occurs when the fire is located at a
maximum distance from a spot-type de-
tector or the beam of a projected-beam
smoke detector. In this example, the
spot-type detectors are arrayed approxi-
mately 9.1 m (30 ft) apart. If projected-
beam smoke detectors are used, each
row of spot-type detectors might be re-
placed by a beam detector as shown. 

Ignoring externally driven airflows, at
ceiling level the smoke is generally most
dense near the plume where it impinges
on the ceiling and turns to form a jet. As
the jet moves away from the plume, the
mass density of smoke decreases due to
dilution and volumetric expansion.6 It
will be assumed that the optical density
is proportional to the mass density of
smoke. However, in a real fire, the
change in optical density in the jet may
not directly follow the mass density. This
is because as the smoke particles move
away from the fire, they cool and collide
with other particles and may even con-
tinue to react. Agglomeration and coagu-
lation, as well as chemical reactions, will
result in changes in particle size, even
with the same mass density. Light attenu-
ation is actually composed of absorption,
refraction, and reflection, which vary in a
nonlinear relationship with particle size.7

Again, this is a simplifying assumption
for illustrative purposes.  

For this example, a fire model might
be used to generate data such as that in
the first two columns of Table 1. In this
case, the data are a “snapshot” at the
time when the unit optical density at the
nearest spot type detector is approxi-
mately D = 0.028 m-1 (2%/ft). Most spot-
type detectors are calibrated to operate
in a laboratory test when the level of a
gray, cellulosic smoke outside of the de-
tector chamber is between 0.014 m-1 and
0.058 m-1 (1%/ft and 4%/ft). So the data
in Table 1 represent the condition at a
time when the nearest spot-type detector
might respond. The question is, what
does the projected-beam smoke detector
see at this point in the fire development?

In Table 1, r is the radial distance from
the center of the fire plume to some
point along the smoke detection line. Du

is the unit optical density at that point.
The first data point is midway between
the two center spot-type smoke detec-
tors. The last data point in the table is on
the detection line, at the leading edge of
the ceiling jet. Assuming the ceiling jet to
be symmetrical, the same data would ex-

■ Projected-Beam Smoke Detectors
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ist traversing the detection line in the op-
posite direction. In the table, the distance
between a data point and the previous
data point is calculated and shown in the
table as ∆x. Dux is the average of the unit
optical density along that small segment
∆x. Dx is the total optical density across
that small segment ∆x: Dux = ∆x. (Dux).
The total optical density for all of the
segments in the table is 0.313 (51% Obs).
The total optical density for the entire
path of the beam detector through the
ceiling jet is twice that, or 0.626 (76%
Obs). Again, note that the conversion to
% Obs. is not linear.  

Since some projected-beam smoke
detectors can be set to respond at levels
as low as 0.097 optical density (20%
Obs.), it is possible to have detection 
occurring before a spot-type detection
system.

The hypothesis can be approached in
another way by considering the condi-
tions at the nearest spot-type detector at
the “time” when a projected-beam de-
tector alarms, if set to operate at some
particular optical density. 

The above analysis was done for one
set of conditions, with one set of as-
sumptions. Other scenarios can be
tested, and many will show that the op-
posite is true; spot-type detectors may
respond before a projected-beam detec-
tor. What are the dominant variables that
affect which type is likely to respond
first? The most obvious factor affecting
response is the sensitivity of the detec-
tors – beam or spot-type. But it is useful
to look at those factors which are a part
of the basic operating principle for the
two types of smoke detection.  

The variable designers do not control
that greatly affects response is the ceil-
ing height or, more accurately, the clear-
ance between the fire and the ceiling.
This affects the air entrainment into the
plume. The greater the height of the
plume, the more air that is entrained,6

lowering the mass density of smoke and
lowering the optical density. A greater
height puts the advantage on projected-
beam smoke detection since it integrates
all smoke in its path. A higher ceiling
clearance requires a larger fire to pro-
duce a higher localized concentration of
smoke to alarm a spot-type detector. 
Advantage: projected-beam smoke 
detection.

When a fire is closer to the ceiling, it
is more likely that a localized concentra-
tion of smoke will reach a spot type de-

tector before a sufficient “cloud” devel-
ops to alarm the projected beam smoke
detector. Advantage: spot-type smoke
detectors.

Other sources of air dilution will gen-
erally result in a larger, less dense smoke
layer. Thus, a fire may have to put a lot
more particulate into that larger volume
before a localized concentration of
smoke reaches a spot-type detector’s
alarm threshold. Advantage: projected-

beam smoke detectors, since they inte-
grate the smoke in their path.

Another important variable is the
color of the smoke, which affects both
projected-beam smoke detectors and
spot-type photoelectric smoke detectors,
but not spot-type ionization smoke de-
tectors. Spot-type photoelectric smoke
detectors work by sensing scattered and
refracted light. Projected-beam smoke
detectors respond when light is scat-
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tered, refracted, or absorbed by the
smoke. Advantage: projected-beam
smoke detection.

OTHER ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES 

A small insect that manages to get
past the bug screen of a spot-type
smoke detector can easily cause an un-
wanted alarm. It would take quite a
large swarm of insects to set off a pro-
jected-beam smoke detector. Advantage:
projected-beam smoke detection.

One potential source of nuisance
alarms is tobacco smoke. A smoker can
produce a localized cloud of smoke suf-
ficient to alarm a spot-type smoke detec-
tor. However, even exhaling directly into
the path of a projected-beam smoke de-
tector will not produce sufficient total
optical density to cause an alarm. On
ceilings over about 3.0 m, even spot-type
smoke detection systems can be made
relatively immune to tobacco-caused
nuisance alarms by setting their sensitiv-

ity at about 0.045 m-1 (3.1 %/ft) or less.
(Note that less sensitive means a higher
optical density alarm threshold.) How-
ever, as noted above, as ceiling height in-
creases, the detection of real fires may be
better achieved by using projected-beam
smoke detection. Advantage: projected-
beam smoke detection. One caution,
however: on lower height ceilings, pro-
jected-beam smoke detectors are more
likely to experience intermittent blocking
of the beam by persons carrying tall ob-
jects or working on ladders.  

An additional advantage for projected-
beam smoke detectors is their operating
temperature range. Some available units
operate at temperatures as low as -30 °C
(-22 °F) and as high as 54 °C (130 °F).
Spot-type smoke detectors typically have
an operating range of 0 °C - 38 °C (32 °F
- 100 °F). This permits the use of pro-
jected-beam smoke detectors in a wider
range of environmental conditions.  

The analysis above has assumed
smooth ceilings where both types of de-
tectors can be mounted on or close to

the ceiling. A problem arises with non-
smooth ceilings – those with structural
beams projected down below the ceil-
ing level. Many jurisdictions, at least in
the United States, require compliance
with NFPA 72, the National Fire Alarm
Code.8 That code clearly requires spot-
type smoke detectors to be placed on
the ceiling, in the pockets formed by
beams or other obstructions under cer-
tain height, beam depth, and beam
spacing conditions. However, the code
does not address the use of projected-
beam smoke detectors under non-
smooth ceilings. It refers only to com-
pliance with manufacturers’ installation
instructions. A review of several manu-
facturers’ installation guides showed no
information for the use of projected-
beam smoke detectors below the struc-
tural beams on non-smooth ceilings.
Because there is a minimum spacing re-
quirement between the transmitter and
the receiver (on the order of 9 m - 15 m),
they often cannot be installed in the
structural beam pockets. To understand

■ Projected-Beam Smoke Detectors
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the problem and the possible solutions,
it is necessary to understand the under-
lying performance issues.  

The requirements in NFPA 72 for the
spacing and location of spot-type smoke
detectors on beamed ceilings are the re-
sult of computer field modeling for de-
tector response when a growing fire
reaches approximately 100 kW heat re-
lease rate.9 In the annex of NFPA 72
(A.5.7.3.2.4(B)), it is noted that, under
other performance scenarios, it is possi-
ble to place smoke detectors on the bot-
toms of structural beams. The example
given is the detection of a 1,000 kW fire
where the ceiling is 8.53 m or less. Thus,
the code opens the possibility for the
performance-based design of projected-
beam smoke detection systems.   ▲
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By Flora F. Chen and 
Daniel F. Gemeny, P.E.

The application of engineering
analysis to building structures is
one aspect of fire protection

engineering, and performance-based
design in particular, that has been
gaining momentum over the past
decade. With the advent of faster,
more accessible computing power, it
has become feasible to undertake
complicated analyses of how building
elements, such as columns, beams,
girders, and the like, respond to

severe fire loads. In particular, the
finite element model, SAFIR, is useful
in this regard, enabling the fire protec-
tion engineer to not only predict the
heat transfer to a structural element,
but also how the element will react
under its given lateral and gravity load
conditions. SAFIR is a computer pro-
gram developed by J. M. Franssen at
the University of Liege in Belgium.

BACKGROUND

The new performing arts facility
owned by The Orange County Perform-

ing Arts Center (OCPAC) consists of a
2,000-seat Concert Hall, as well as a 500-
seat Music Hall. The main lobby at the
front-of-house consists of intercon-
nected volumes resulting in an atmos-
pheric and visual interconnection of 
interior spaces with one another as well
as with the exterior environment via a
prominent glass curtain wall located on
the north face of the facility. 

A unique design consisting of steel-
encased reinforced concrete columns
was selected as the means to support
the glass curtain wall and roof assembly
above the main lobby. The California

Case Study Using 
SAFIR to Predict 

Fire Resistance of a Column in a 
Performance-Based 

Environment
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Building Code requires that structural
members in the applicable construction
type provide minimally three hours of
fire resistance. However, due to the
presence of the exterior structural steel
(used predominantly for lateral load re-
sistance), it was not possible, from the
standpoint of the prescriptive codes, to
determine the degree of fire resistance
offered by the columns. 

The most common method of assess-
ing fire resistance is to carry out a full-
scale fire-resistance test. There are only
a small number of column furnaces in
the world, and as a result, it is extremely
difficult to undertake such a full-scale
test from a logistical standpoint. In addi-
tion to the obvious concerns associated
with time and complexity, there is often
a substantial cost associated with fur-
nace testing. For example, a standard
full-scale test of an unloaded three-me-
ter (10-foot) column exposed to fire for
three hours could easily cost US$35,000,
not including incidentals. For a load-
bearing test, this cost would be much
higher. In the specific case of this pro-
ject, where the length of the column is
over 21 meters (70 feet), it was generally
acknowledged that it would be impracti-
cal, if not impossible, to carry out a full-
scale fire-resistance test.

Accordingly, the OCPAC design team
realized an alternative approach to eval-
uate the performance of the custom col-
umn design would be appropriate. The
fire-resistance rating of an element can
also be estimated by approved calcula-
tion methods, which are explicitly per-
mitted by most codes such as the Uni-
form Building Code, that is applicable to
this project. Computer models, such as
SAFIR, have been shown to be a power-
ful tool in conducting these kinds of cal-
culations.

FIRE RESISTANCE AND FIRE
SEVERITY1

The fundamental step in designing
structures for fire safety is to verify that
the fire resistance of the structure (or
each part of the structure) is greater than
the severity of the fire to which the
structure is exposed. 

Fire resistance is a measurement of the
ability of the structure to resist collapse,
fire spread, or other failure during expo-
sure to a fire of specified severity. Fire
severity is a measure of the destructive

impact of a fire, or a measure of the
forces or temperature that could cause
collapse or otherwise lead to failure as a
result of the fire. There are several differ-
ent definitions of fire severity and fire re-
sistance, leading to different methods of
comparison. The verification may be in
the time domain, the temperature do-
main, or the strength domain. These
comparisons can be confusing if not
made correctly, so it is important that the
designer understand the differences
clearly.  

The fire severity used for design pur-
poses depends on the regulatory envi-
ronment and on the design philosophy.
In a prescriptive code environment, the
design fire severity is usually specifically
prescribed. In a performance-based
code environment, the design fire sever-
ity is usually a complete burnout fire or
the equivalent time of a complete burn-
out fire. In some cases, the design fire
may be a shorter time, allowing only
enough time for occupants to escape, or
for the fire department to affect rescue
or fire-fighting operations.

Fire resistance of any building element
depends on many factors, including the
severity of the fire, the material, the
geometry and support conditions of the
element, restraint from the surrounding
structure, and applied load at the time of
the fire. The fire resistance of a column
in a storage warehouse characterized by
a significant fuel load, for example,
would be less than that of an identical
column in an atrium, where the fuel load
would be expected to be very limited.  

THE CASE STUDY

Columns in Question
The SAFIR computer program was

used to analyze a novel structural, and
aesthetically sensitive, architectural de-
sign. The focus of the analysis was on
determining the degree of fire resistance
afforded by the steel-encased reinforced
concrete column. The column is subject
to various lateral and gravity loads ap-
plied over a span exceeding 21 meters
(70 feet) in height. Figure 1 depicts the
cross-section of the column.  The cross-
section is representative of other
columns within the Main Lobby.  

Undertaking the Analysis
The failure criterion for fire-resistance

testing of a column is stability. To meet

the stability criterion, the column must
perform its load-bearing function and
carry the applied loads for the duration
of the test, without structural collapse.1

Therefore, the verification of column fire
resistance in the strength domain is ap-
propriate for this analysis. This means
comparing the applied load at the time
of the fire with the load capacity of the
structural members during the course of
the fire.

The process of calculating structural
fire behavior consists of three essential
steps. SAFIR, as well as most other finite
element models, works on the basis of
temperature boundary conditions. The
first step is to determine a time-tempera-
ture curve. Options include applying a
measured real fire temperature curve, or
a standard fire curve (e.g., ISO 8342 or
ASTM E 1193), or a parametric curve to
model the fire severity. 

The second step is to predict the tem-
perature distribution inside the structural
members, referred to as thermal analysis.

The third step is to determine the re-
sponse of the structure due to static and
thermal loading, referred to as mechani-
cal or structural analysis. Figure 2 de-
picts the process of calculating the
strength of a structural assembly ex-
posed to a complete burnout of a fire
compartment, including key considera-
tions made by the fire engineer at each
step of that process.

Determination of the Time-Tem-
perature Curve. Depending on the na-
ture of a space, including its use and the
anticipated combustible fuel loading, as
well as the risk tolerance of the jurisdic-
tion, a number of approaches should be
considered with respect to the selection
of the fire load that will be applied to
the structural element. One option is to
utilize a standard time-temperature
curve, as shown in Figure 3. Yet another
option would be to use published

■ Case Study using SAFIR
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curves, which have been derived from
computer calculations based on antici-
pated fuel loading, such as the Swedish
fire curves developed by Magnusson
and Thelandersson4 depicted in Figure 4.

Many countries use the International
Standard ISO 834 or have national stan-
dards based on ISO 834. The ASTM E
119 standard fire is used widely in the
United States. The ISO 834 standard fire
is generally comparable but more severe
than the ASTM E 119 standard fire (Fig-
ure 3). Therefore, the ISO 834 standard
time-temperature curve was considered
in this analysis.

Swedish fire curves1 are widely refer-
enced time-temperature curves for real
fire exposure. They are derived from
heat balance calculations, using Kawa-
goe’s equation for the burning rate of
ventilation-controlled fires. As is evident

from the declining
temperature over
time, these curves
reflect the effects of
changing fuel load
and ventilation dur-
ing the course of a
real fire. 

Experiments show
that maximum tem-
perature occurs in
the space with a
ventilation factor of
0.08 m1/2 to 0.15 m1/2.1

These experiments
considered post-
flashover fires, where
all combustibles are
involved in fire.
Therefore, the
Swedish fire curve
with a ventilation
factor of 0.12 m1/2

was analyzed, as shown in Figure 4. As
the rising branch of the curve for a venti-
lation factor of 0.04 m1/2 is very similar to
the Standard Fire curve,1 the Swedish fire
exposure with a ventilation factor of 0.04
m1/2 was also analyzed to consider a
slower fire with a longer duration. The
temperature conditions are believed to be
conservative for several reasons. The
main lobby is such a large space that it is
unlikely that a flashover would occur, so
the temperature would be lower than the
Swedish fires. The temperature would be
lower further due to the heat loss to the
atmosphere and surrounding walls within
the tremendous volume of the lobby,
even without considering the impact of
the smoke-removal system that was de-
signed for the main lobby.

The Swedish fire curves with a fuel
load of 300 MJ/m2 of total surface area

was applied in the analysis. Note that the
units of fuel load are MJ per m2 of total
surface area (not MJ per m2 of floor area,
which is more often used in the design
calculations). The 2001 California Fire
Code indicates that potential heat of
combustible furnishing and decorative
materials within atria should not exceed
21,000 J/g (9,000 Btu/lb). Therefore, the
assumed fuel load is equivalent to 86
kg/m2 (17.5 lb/ft2) of floor area. In con-
cert with the nature and daily usage of
the Main Lobby at OCPAC, the fuel in the
space was limited (confirmed through
discussions with the facility ownership).
Therefore, the fuel load of 300 MJ/m2 of
total surface area is a very conservative
assumption for the subject space.

The Swedish fire curve is a more real-
istic fire exposure in regard to the ISO
834 Standard Fire curve, which is a test
fire created in a furnace. Therefore, in
consideration of the performance objec-
tives of the project, the Swedish fire was
applied to assess the fire resistance of
the column in this project. Complement-
ing this analysis, scenarios using the ISO
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834 Standard Fire were also analyzed to
get a better feel of the safety margin af-
forded by the column design.

Thermal Analysis. Thermal analysis
is an essential component for calculating
fire resistance because the load capacity
of a structural member/assembly de-
pends on its internal temperature. When
a column is exposed to a fire, a temper-
ature gradient occurs within the column.
For the OCPAC column, the heat transfer
was assumed to be dominated by two-
dimensional heat transfer, meaning that
the majority of heat transfer would not
be in the direction parallel to the col-
umn, but in the direction perpendicular
to the column from the surface of the
column to the inside. This assumption is
conservative, since it ignores the heat
capacity of the entire column.  

The temperature was assumed to be
nonuniform, resulting in a horizontal
temperature gradient within the column
(Figure 5) as a function of time. As a fur-
ther simplification, the round column
was approximated as an octagon with
an equal area of cross-section. Figure 6
illustrates the modeling approximation.

The SAFIR algorithm performs a tem-
perature calculation successively by 
either uniform or nonuniform time steps
for each of the elements. SAFIR is able to
provide the temperature distribution at
any time step and temperature develop-

ment at any nodes of interest. Figure 7
shows an example of a visual result of
the thermal analysis with temperature
distribution across the column section at
3,600 seconds. It can been seen that the
temperature distribution near the steel
tends toward uniformity. This result is
expected due to high specific heat of
steel. The temperature distribution in
concrete is characterized by gradients 
because the specific heat of the concrete
is relatively low and it takes time for the
heat to transfer from the outside to the
core of the column. 

Figure 8 and Figure 9 reveal the nature
of the temperature development at some
nodes of interest under the exposure of
the ISO 834 standard fire and the
Swedish fire, respectively. For the
Swedish fire exposure, it can be seen
that the temperature of the steel skin de-
creased with the decay of the fire (Node
24), while the temperature of the column
concrete core (Node 1 and Node 10)
kept increasing (refer to Figure 6 for the
location of the nodes). This finding re-
veals the principle that fires with a lower
temperature but a longer duration some-
times can be more destructive to struc-
tural assemblies than those with a higher
temperature but a shorter duration.

The Mechanical Analysis. The final
step in analyzing the fire resistance of the
subject column is to verify that the fire re-
sistance of the element is greater than the
severity of the fire to which the structure
is exposed in the strength domain.

Mechanical/structural analysis was
used to calculate the deformation of the

structure under the applied loads, as
well as the corresponding struc-

tural reactions of the mem-
ber. At an elevated tem-

perature, both the
yield strength of the
reinforcing steel and
compression
strength of the con-
crete is reduced.
The material proper-
ties are nonlinearly
temperature-depen-
dent, and the effect
of thermal strain is
present. To take into
account all these
factors, the results
from the thermal
analysis and mater-
ial properties were

imported into the model to perform the
mechanical analysis.

As shown in Figure 10, the column
was divided into 27 elements in the me-
chanical/structural calculation. The ap-
plied loads were divided into three gen-
eralized structural categories, inclusive
of point loads, distributed loads, and
moments. The structural loads were ap-
plied on the column as point loads. The
wind load was simplified to be a distrib-
uted load. The column had a fixed con-
nection with the foundation. At the top
end of the column, vertical movement
was allowed, but horizontal movement
was limited. SAFIR performed a me-
chanical calculation for each column el-
ement at each time step. The model cal-
culated the displacement at each node
as well as the internal force distribution,
such as the bending moment and axis
force for each element. As a result of
this piecewise calculation, it became
possible to predict the occurance of lo-
calized failures in the column without
having to assume that the column as a
whole has failed, as is the case in many
simplified hand calculations. Ultimately,
the analysis is discontinued when the
specified time has passed or when the
column as a whole fails.

CASE STUDY RESULTS

The total height of the column studied
for the Orange County Fire Authority
(OCFA) was 21.3 meters (70 feet), span-
ning two levels from the ground floor.

■ Case Study using SAFIR
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The floor elevation was 5.6 meters (18.5
feet). The column was divided into two
portions, including a column element on
Level 1 (between elevation of 0.0 and
5.6 meters, hereafter called “Column 1”)
and column element on Level 2 (be-
tween elevation of 5.6 to 21.3 meters,
hereafter called “Column 2”). A two-

hour floor assembly separated Column 1
from Column 2.

Since the two-hour floor assembly
would substantially reduce the fire expo-
sure from one floor to the other, the
analysis assumed that only one portion
of the column would be exposed to the
fire at any given time. For example, as

depicted in Figure 11, when a fire oc-
curred on the lower floor, only Column 1
was exposed to the fire. Column 2
would not be exposed to the fire and
was assumed to be at ambient tempera-
ture.

One concern might be that the floor is
rated two hours and that the fire would
expose both of the columns simuta-
neously after two hours. The failure cri-
teria for a floor are stability, integrity,
and insulation. Any failure of these crite-
ria will result in the failure of the floor
assembly, although the floor failure in its
integrity and insulation would not signif-
icantly impact the fire exposure of the
column. At the time of the failure of the
stability criterion, the fire might expose
both of the columns simultaneously.
This worst scenario was taken into ac-
count. It is unlikely that fire would ex-
pose the column along all its length,
which is over 21 meters (70 feet). The
only possible premise for these scenar-
ios would result from flashover in the
atrium. This event is unlikely, however,
as demonstrated in the previous discus-
sion. Actually, full exposure of each col-
umn has been a conservative assump-
tion in the subject space, where fuels are
very limited.

Scenarios considered in this design
and the predicted performance of the
column by the SAFIR model for a dura-
tion of four hours are summarized in
Table 1.

In the scenarios using Swedish fires,
failure was not predicted within a four-
hour time frame, and it was determined
that the only result would be deflections
so minor as to go undetected by the hu-
man eye throughout the duration of the
fire.

In the redundancy analyses using the

■ Case Study using SAFIR
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Standard Fire Curve, the model pre-
dicted that failure would not occur
within the given time frame, except in
Scenario 9 and Scenario 11, due to ex-
cessive displacement after 6,300 seconds
of standard fire exposure to Column 2,
and 5,730 seconds of standard fire expo-
sure to Column 1 and Column 2 simulta-
neously. Taking a closer look at the fire

■ Case Study using SAFIR

Both floors Column 1 and Column 2
Partial exposure 4.6 m (15 ft) in Column 1

and 4.6 m (15 ft) in Column 2

Scenario Fire Location of
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Reference

Figures

Lower floor Column 1
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Fire Curve
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Fire Curve

(Fv=0.04m1/2)

ISO 834
Standard
Fire Curve

Upper floor Column 2

Full exposure 5.6 m (18.5 ft) Figure 11

Figure 11

Figure 11
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No failure

No failure

No failure

Figure 11

Figure 11

Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 13
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Both floors Column 1 and Column 2

Both floors Column 1 and Column 2
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Full exposure 21.3 m (70 ft)

Lower floor Column 1 Full exposure 5.6 m (18.5 ft)

Upper floor Column 2 Full exposure 15.7 m (51.5 ft)

Full exposure 21.3 m (70 ft)

Lower floor Column 1
Full exposure 5.6 m (18.5 ft)

Partial exposure 4.6 m (15 ft)

Upper floor Column 2
Full exposure 15.7 m (51.5 ft)

Partial exposure 4.6 m (15 ft)

Full exposure 21.3 m (70 ft)

Failure at 6300 s

Failure at 5730 s
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Table 1.  Summary of scenarios considered and expected performance
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Figure 12.  Column Performance in Scenario 10 Figure 13.  Column Fire
Exposures in Scenario 12

exposure of Scenario 9, it is evident that
the modeled fire severity was far greater
than would be expected in the actual
building. This discrepancy occurs be-
cause the model assumed the tempera-
ture outside the column would be akin
to the standard fire curve for the entire
15.7-meter length of the column. Ne-
glecting the fact that the building itself

was of noncombustible construction,
one would not expect to see tempera-
tures anywhere near those prescribed in
the Standard Fire Curve over such a
length of column in a large volume char-
acterized by the heat loss behavior typi-
cal of most atria. Therefore, the signifi-
cance of this failure was not deemed to
be critical in the process of ascertaining
the acceptable level of risk. For the same
reason, the failure of Scenario 11 was
not critical either.   ▲

Flora F. Chen is formerly with Rolf
Jensen & Associates, Inc., and Daniel F.
Gemeny is with The RJA Group, Inc.
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The SFPE fall meeting

moves to Chicago!

The 2004 Annual Meeting format

will include a one-day compli-

mentary professional program

addressing issues of concern for

the practicing FPE and recent

technical advancements. This

will be followed by the traditional

Awards and Honors Banquet,

and by four days of education

events, including 8 seminars, a

Symposium on Flammable and

Combustible Liquids, and an ex-

panded Engineering Technology

Showcase. 

September 20-24, 2004
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago, Illinois

SFPE’s Annual Meeting and 
Professional Development Conference

SEMINARS TO BE HELD ARE:
■ New! Human Behavior in Fire 
■ New! An Enforcer’s Guide to Performance-Based Design Review
■ New! Dust Explosion – Hazard Recognition, Assessment, and

Management 
■ Sprinkler Design for Engineers 
■ Principles of Fire Protection Engineering 
■ Introduction to Fire Dynamics Simulator and Smokeview 
■ Tenability Systems for Smoke Management 
■ How to Study for the FPE/P.E. Exam 

OTHER CONFERENCE FEATURES:
■ 2-day symposium presenting the state of the art in flammable 

and combustible liquids protection
■ Expanded Engineering Technology Showcase with the latest fire

safety products and information 
■ Complimentary Annual Meeting program with the latest informa-

tion on the fire protection engineering profession
■ Annual Awards and Honors Banquet
■ Various networking events 

Non-member seminar attendees receive a 
complimentary first-year membership in SFPE!

Visit www.sfpe.org to register or 

contact SFPE at 301.718.2910.
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July 5-7, 2004
Interflam, 2004
Edinburgh, UK
Info: www.intercomm.dial.pipex.com

September 1-3, 2004
Public Fire Safety – Professionals in 

Partnership
3rd International Symposium
Belfast, United Kingdom
Info:

www.intercomm.dial.pipex.com/html/

events/hbif.htm

October 6-8, 2004
5th International Conference on
Performance-Based 

Codes and Fire Safety Design Methods
Info: www.sfpe.org

October 20, 2004
Computational Simulation Models in Fire 

Engineering and Research
Santander, Spain
Info: grupos.unican.es/gidai

November 16-17, 2004
International Symposium on Tunnel 

Safety and Security
Greenbelt, MD
Info: www.ni2cie.org

November 29-30, 2004
Fire Risk Evaluation to European 

Cultural Heritage
Ghent, Belgium
Info: www.firetech.be

December 6, 2004
Symposium on Firestopping
Washington, DC
Info: www.astm.org

UPCOMING
EVENTS
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Gamewell introduces SmartView™, a computer
graphics interface package for use with
Gamewell’s 600 Series of addressable fire alarm
control panels. SmartView is designed for easy
configuration and simple operation, presenting
information through a graphical menu system
and color display while operating over a high-
speed Ethernet LAN/WAN or single-user network. SmartView can monitor
an individual fire alarm panel or an entire SmartLink™ network. It can con-
trol an entire network of up to 250 fire alarm panels from a single PC
workstation. www.gamewell.com

—The Gamewell Company

Victaulic announces Model V34/V36
FireLock Sprinkler Guards for use with the
series’ standard and quick-response pendent,
intermediate pendent, and upright sprinklers.
Constructed from chrome-plated steel-wire

welded to steel plates and equipped with screw retainers to prevent
loss of loose screws during installation, the guard protects the sprinkler
from potential mechanical damage. The sprinkler guards are applicable
for model V34 commercial/storage sprinkler and model V36 dry sprin-
klers, and are UL/ULC-listed.

www.victualic.com
—Victaulic

3M announces global availability of fire
protection systems incorporating 3M™

Novec™ 1230 Fire Protection Fluid, a
clean extinguishing agent based on sustainable technology from fire
suppression system original equipment manufacturers. Novec 1230 fluid
is designed to balance the need for human safety and low environmen-
tal impact while not compromising extinguishing performance.

www.3M.com/novec1230fluid
—3M Company

Product Line on CD-ROM
System Sensor has released to qualified
individuals a free MAC- or Windows®-
compatible E-DOCS™ CD-ROM. The CD-
ROM includes Innovair™ Duct Smoke
Detector information, as well as Product
Data Sheets, Installation Manuals, Part
Numbers, UL® Two-Wire Compatibility Listings, Agency Listings, and a
full-line product catalog.

www.systemsensor.com
—System Sensor

Viking presents a new system for protecting freez-
er and cold storage environments. The new sys-
tem, utilizing Viking’s K25 ESFR Pendent
Sprinklers (VK510) and a premix of propylene
glycol antifreeze and water, enhances flexibility
by eliminating in-rack sprinklers in certain appli-
cations. The K25 system protects up to Class II
Storage Commodities in buildings up to 40 feet
high with racked storage up to 35 feet.

www.vikingcorp.com
—Viking Corp.

Fire Alarm Monitoring Software

Wheelock, a manufacturer of security products
for the commercial marketplace, has intro-
duced a binder catalog that includes the com-
pany’s complete product line of life safety and
communications equipment. New products
include high-intensity multicandela strobes,
Series S UL®-listed 8-in. Speaker and Speaker Strobe, and Powerpath
MP. All pages are available under the 2004 Catalog section at the com-
pany’s Web site.

www.wheelockinc.com
—Wheelock, Inc.

Security Products CatalogESFR Protection in Freezers

Sprinkler Guards 

TISCOR has released the newest version of its
automated building code and fire equipment
inspection software, Inspection Manager FLX
2.5, featuring signature capture and onsite report
printing. The software is designed to help
reduce the time required to conduct fire inspec-
tions and reduce paper documentation. It operates via hand-held com-
puters, from which information is uploaded to PC databases. It can
also be used to document inspections on fire equipment requiring
maintenance checks.

www.tiscor.com
—TISCOR

Fire Code Inspection Software

Products/Literature

Vocal Smoke Detector
The KidSmart™ Vocal Smoke Detector
(VSD) uses patented familiar voice tech-
nology to allow a parent or family mem-
ber to record a personalized message,
instructing children to wake up and safe-
ly escape during an emergency.
Developed based on research showing
children wake up most easily to a famil-

iar voice, this VSD also has a “fire drill” feature that allows children to
practice emergency procedures.

www.kidsmartcorp.com
—KidSmart Corp.

3M™ Novec™ 1230 Systems
Available Globally
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Wheelock introduces a line of high-intensity,
multicandela strobe appliances for large appli-
cations, available in two versions: the field-
selectable 115/177 ceiling-mount or the
135/185 wall-mount. They are available on
Wheelock’s Series AS Audible Strobes, Series
RSS Strobes, Series E and ET Speaker Strobes,
and Series CH Chime Strobes.

www.wheelockinc.com
—Wheelock, Inc.

The Model RFC43 Flat Concealed
Residential Sprinkler is engineered for a
minimum design density of 0.05 gpm per
square foot. It offers low flows and pres-
sures, 1/2-in. total adjustment, and a
smooth aesthetic ceiling plate.

www.reliablesprinkler.com
—Reliable Sprinkler

Microprocessor-Based Fire Detector
Acclimate™, a new multicriteria fire detector,
calculates inputs from two sensor technolo-
gies (photoelectric or thermal) and equates
these signals into predetermined responses to
identify fire scenarios in the quickest manner.
Acclimate automatically adjusts to the local
environment and sets the detector’s operating parameters based on his-
torical data for each installation. Additional software minimizes the
effects of unwanted transient alarm sources by monitoring both the cur-
rent environment and trends in signals.

www.systemsensor.com
—System Sensor

Architects, consulting engineers, plant man-
agers, contractors, and product buyers who
need to make decisions about products and
services that will best reduce property loss
risks can obtain the newly released 2004 edi-
tion of the Approval Guide CD-ROM pub-
lished by FM Approvals. This resource contains more than 45,000 listings
of fire protection, electrical, and building equipment materials and ser-
vices tested and approved for property conservation by FM Approvals,
including thousands of new and revised listings. Priced at $165.

www.fmglobal.com
—FM Global

Reusable, Resettable Thermal Disk Link
Lloyd Industries has developed LloydStat™,
a reusable, resettable thermal disk link for
select smoke/fire damper equipment.
LloydStat is designed to react faster than
fusible links for greater safety and property
protection, and to prevent ductwork damage
via a controlled closing mechanism. It is
designed to close and lock the damper
under smoke detection, dire conditions, and

power failure through an actuator closure spring.
www.firedamper.com

—Lloyd Industries

Multicandela Strobe Appliances

FM Approvals on CD-ROM

Flat Concealed Residential Sprinkler

The Stopper® Station Round Illuminated
Momentary Button (SSR-2007, SSR-2107, and
SSR-2407) is a large, multipurpose button
intended for general use. It can be used as a
push button for a handicap door entrance,
general door release, exit door, access con-
trol, emergency call, or as an emergency
power-off button. It can mount to a single-gang electrical box, cabinet,
or anywhere it is needed indoors. 

www.sti-usa.com
—Safety Technology International, Inc.

Illuminated Buttons

Products/Literature

Specific Application Sprinkler
The Model V2502 Specific Application Sprinkler
is a quick-response, specific-application sprin-
kler for horizontal, combustible concealed
spaces. The upright sprinklers are designed for
specific light-hazard combustible and noncom-
bustible concealed spaces that require sprinkler
protection. Temperature rated at 175°F, with a
natural brass finish, Model V2502 is UL®-listed for use with wet or dry
steel pipe systems, all CPVC currently UL-listed for fire protection, and,
in some cases, wet CPVC systems.

www.victualic.com
—Victaulic
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Solution to last issue’s brainteaser
An examination is being taken by a student who has not prepared for the

exam. The exam consists of 80 multiple choice problems, each problem having
four possible choices. Assuming that each problem has only one correct answer
and the student needs 20 correct answers to obtain a passing score, what is the
probability that if the student guesses at each problem, the student would receive
a passing score?

Since there are four choices for each problem, the probability of getting any

problem correct by chance is 1/4, or 0.25, and the probability of getting any 

problem incorrect by chance is 3/4, or 0.75. For an exam with 80 questions, the

probability, p, of getting a given number, n, correct is                             . Addi-

tionally, there are                 possible combinations of getting n problems correct. 

Therefore, the probability of getting any 20 problems correct is equal to  

= 0.10, or approximately 10%. However, any num-

ber of correct answers greater than or equal to 20 would also yield a passing

score. Therefore, the probability of getting a passing score would be  

= 0.54 = 54%.

Substitute a unique integer from 1 to 9 for each different letter in the 
subtraction problem below.

F I R E
– H E A T

O U T

Thanks to Jane Lataille for providing this issue’s brainteaser.
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Safety factors are frequently used
in performance-based designs to
deal with uncertainty or provide

a margin of safety between what
would be considered acceptable and
unacceptable outcomes. Safety factors
can compensate for uncertainty in
engineering methods, data, and public
risk tolerance. In most cases, these
safety factors are developed on an 
ad-hoc basis, since generally few fire
protection engineering methodologies
provide specific safety factors. For
example, a safety factor of two seems
to be frequently used.1 However, since
safety factors are critically important
for the protection of public health,
safety, and welfare, they deserve care-
ful consideration.

In structural design, safety factors are
applied to both increase the expected
loads and to decrease the resistance to
the loads that a structure provides.2 For
example, in bridge building, safety fac-
tors are used to ensure that a bridge
built of the weakest conceivable batch
of steel would support the load associ-
ated with the heaviest possible truck
rumbling across the bridge under the
worst possible weather and traffic con-
ditions.3

In fire protection engineering analy-
ses, uncertainty may come from several
sources, such as:4

• Theory and model uncertainties;
• Uncertainty regarding input data;
• Limitations in the applicability of

calculation methods;
• Selection of design fire scenarios;
• Uncertainty in human behavior; and
• Uncertainty in risk perceptions, atti-

tudes, and values.
Safety factors to compensate for these

uncertainties can be developed in sev-
eral ways. These include:1

• Reducing the predicted time avail-
able before hazardous conditions de-
velop or increasing the time estimated to
be required prior to the onset of haz-
ardous conditions;

• Reducing the criteria representative
of the onset of hazardous conditions or
increasing the estimation of a hazard,
such as the size of a fire; and

• Adjusting values used as input to
calculations or models. 

Ideally, if sufficient data are available,
safety factors can be developed by com-
paring calculations to available data and
determining how much the data vary
from calculated values. Three of SFPE’s
engineering guides5, 6, 7 have developed
safety factors in this manner. Based on
comparisons of predictions with avail-
able data, safety factors recommended
when using the methods identified in
the guides range from 1.5 to 3.7.

Safety factors are generally increased
when public safety or welfare is at stake.
For example, design structural loads are
increased by importance factors, which
are larger for buildings in which large
numbers of people might congregate, or
buildings which perform vital public
safety roles.2 Similarly, the safety factor
that is used for a cable that drives a
dumbwaiter is smaller than that used for
a freight elevator, which is in turn
smaller than that used for a passenger
elevator.1 However, while engineers can
develop safety factors associated with
uncertainty or limitations of methods in
isolation, developing safety factors rep-
resentative of public risk tolerance re-
quires broader input from those poten-

tially affected.
Since there is generally more uncer-

tainty in fire protection designs than in
structural designs, safety factors are a
critical component of performance-
based fire protection design. However,
safety factors should be established with
care, since selecting too low a safety fac-
tor could result in a design that would
not be safe under some conditions,
while too large a safety factor would
lead to a design which is overly expen-
sive to build. 
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